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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. My name is David J. McMillan and my business address at Minnesota Power is 3

30 West Superior Street, Duluth, Minnesota 55802.4

Q. What are your current positions with Minnesota Power and ALLETE?5

A. I am the Executive Vice President – Minnesota Power and Senior Vice President –6

External Affairs – ALLETE.7

Q. What are your current duties with Minnesota Power and ALLETE?8

A. I am responsible for overseeing the rates, marketing, regional development, 9

legislative, regulatory and public affairs functions.  I also provide leadership on 10

key policy issues and strategic direction for Minnesota Power and ALLETE.11

Q. How long have you been employed by Minnesota Power?12

A. I joined Minnesota Power in 1989.  I became an officer of Minnesota Power in 13

1997 and became an officer of ALLETE in 2003.  I assumed my present position 14

with Minnesota Power in 2006.15

Q. For whom are you testifying in this proceeding?16

A. I am testifying on behalf of Minnesota Power, an operating division of ALLETE.17

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?18

A. My testimony provides an overview of Minnesota Power’s Certificate of Need 19

Application for the Great Northern Transmission Line (also “Project”) and the 20
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Company’s overall approach to this Project, a discussion of the Project ownership 1

and Project participants, a discussion of the potential retail rate impacts of the 2

Project on Minnesota Power’s customers, and a summary of the key factors 3

supporting the issuance of a Certificate of Need for this Project.  I also introduce 4

the other witnesses providing testimony on behalf of Minnesota Power who 5

provide the detailed support of our Certificate of Need application.6

Q. Do you also sponsor certain Sections or Appendices of Minnesota Power’s 7

Certificate of Need Application?8

A. Yes, I sponsor:9

 Section 1 (Executive Summary);10

 Sections 3.1 and 3.2 (Project Ownership and Project Participants);11

 Section 4.3.5.1 (Retail Rate Impact);12

 Section 7.1 (Alternatives Analyzed and Overall Approach);13

 Section 8 (Summary);14

 Appendix D (Minnesota Power – Manitoba Hydro Term Sheet, September 15

27, 2013); and16

 Appendix E (Manitoba Hydro Needs For and Alternatives To (“NFAT”) 17

Filing – Executive Summary, August 16, 2013).18

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in this proceeding?19

A. Yes.  I sponsor the following exhibits:20
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 Exhibit ___ (DJM), Schedule 1 – Keeyask license, issued by the 1

government of Manitoba on July 2, 2014; and2

 Exhibit ___ (DJM), Schedule 2 – White House Fact Sheet, Building a 21st 3

Century Infrastructure: Modernizing Infrastructure Permitting, May 14, 4

2014.5

Q. What other witnesses will provide testimony on behalf of Minnesota Power?6

A. The following Minnesota Power witnesses will provide more detailed discussion 7

on the topics listed:8

 Allan S. Rudeck, Jr., Vice President of Strategy and Planning, will discuss 9

the overall need for the Project, certain aspects of the Company’s 10

construction plans and our cost control efforts, and the generation and “no-11

build” alternatives Minnesota Power considered;12

 Jim Atkinson, Supervisor, Environmental Siting and Permitting, provides 13

testimony on the extensive public participation and stakeholder 14

involvement in this Project, on Minnesota Power’s engagement with 15

federal, State and local officials, on the other regulatory approvals 16

necessary for the Project and on environmental issues;17

 Christian Winter, Transmission System Planning Engineer, provides the 18

detailed technical information on the Project and associated facilities and 19

on the transmission alternatives Minnesota Power considered;20
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 Mike H. Donahue, Project Manager for the Great Northern Transmission 1

Line, testifies on the cost and service characteristics of the Project, the 2

Facilities Construction Agreement between Minnesota Power and Manitoba 3

Hydro, the impact of the Project on wholesale rates and the study on overall 4

economic impacts of the Project conducted by the University of Minnesota 5

Duluth Labovitz School of Business and Economics; and6

 Scott Hoberg, Supervising Engineer, sponsors several of the MISO studies 7

considered as part of Minnesota Power’s overall analysis of the Project and 8

Project alternatives.9

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT 10

Q. Can you provide an overview of the Great Northern Transmission Line 11

Project?12

A. The Great Northern Transmission Line is an approximately 220 mile 500 kV 13

transmission line from the International border that will terminate at the Minnesota 14

Power Blackberry 230/115 kV Substation (“Blackberry Substation”) in Itasca 15

County.  The routing for the Project is being considered in a separate docket, 16

MPUC Docket No. E-015/TL-14-21.  In addition to the transmission line itself, the 17

Project includes expansion of the Blackberry Substation to accommodate the 500 18

kV line, 500/230 kV transformation, and all associated 500 kV and 230 kV 19

equipment.  Pending receipt of all necessary regulatory approvals, construction of 20
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the line is anticipated to begin in June, 2016 and take approximately 48 months to 1

complete, with a projected in-service date of June 1, 2020.  Mr. Winter and Mr. 2

Donahue provide further detail on the Project components and costs.3

Q. Why has Minnesota Power brought forward the Great Northern 4

Transmission Line Project at this time?5

A. The Company has brought forward this Project for many reasons, as discussed in 6

my and our other witnesses’ testimony.  Fundamentally, however, we have 7

brought this Project forward because Minnesota Power and our customers need the 8

Great Northern Transmission Line to supply the energy and capacity necessary to 9

meet our long-term resource needs and to fill those needs the Company desires to 10

use hydroelectric power because it provides all of the following attributes: 11

optionality, energy storage potential, reliability, stable price and zero carbon 12

emissions.13

Q. And how does the Project fit within the Company’s overall resource strategy?14

A. As Mr. Rudeck discusses in more detail, the Great Northern Transmission Line 15

Project is a central element of Minnesota Power’s long-term EnergyForward16

resource strategy. EnergyForward is designed to deliver an affordable, reliable, 17

environmentally sustainable and diverse mix of energy resources for our 18

customers.19
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Through EnergyForward, Minnesota Power is working to meet the energy needs 1

of our customers with a balanced energy mix that preserves reliability, protects 2

affordability and further improves environmental performance. EnergyForward3

builds on and compliments the substantial zero carbon emitting energy 4

investments the Company has already completed and will further diversify our 5

generation mix, growing zero carbon emitting and natural gas market resources 6

while continuing to utilize baseload energy from existing low emission coal power 7

plants.  The key components of the EnergyForward strategy are Minnesota 8

Power’s zero carbon emitting energy investments, including 600 megawatts of 9

clean, renewable wind energy; in-State hydroelectric and biomass; and 10

construction of the Great Northern Transmission Line to facilitate delivery of 11

hydropower from Canada.12

Q. Can you further describe the hydropower deliveries that the Project 13

supports?14

A. The Great Northern Transmission Line supports two sets of agreements between 15

Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro.  First, the Project supports the 2011 250 16

MW Power Purchase Agreement and Energy Exchange Agreement between 17

Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro (collectively the “250 MW Agreements”), 18

approved by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) in 2012 19

in MPUC Docket No. E-015/M-11-938 (“938 Docket”).  In addition to providing 20
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needed capacity and energy to Minnesota Power, the 250 MW Agreements contain 1

innovative wind storage provisions that leverage the flexible and responsive nature 2

of hydropower to enhance the value of Minnesota Power’s significant wind energy 3

investments.4

The Project also supports the recently executed 2014 133 MW Energy Sale 5

Agreement and Energy Exchange Agreement (collectively, the “133 MW 6

Renewable Optimization Agreements,” included as a Schedule to Mr. Rudeck’s 7

testimony) between Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro.  The 133 MW 8

Renewable Optimization Agreements provide additional needed energy as well as 9

enabling further wind storage.10

These agreements with Manitoba Hydro not only provide critical capacity and 11

energy resources for Minnesota Power and its customers, but do so while 12

optimizing the value of our wind energy investments, diversifying our energy 13

portfolio and lessening our reliance on coal-fired electricity – a major goal of our 14

EnergyForward strategy.  In fact, combining the 250 MW Agreements and the 15

133 MW Renewable Optimization Agreements (collectively, the “Manitoba Hydro 16

Agreements”), Minnesota Power has procured a total of over 1.5 million megawatt 17

hours (“MWh”) of hydropower annually, and the ability annually to store 1 18

million MWh of wind power in Manitoba Hydro’s system.  Mr. Rudeck provides 19

further discussion of the 133 MW Renewable Optimization Agreements and the 20
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overall need for this Project and how it supports the Company’s EnergyForward1

resource strategy.2

Q. Why are the energy storage provisions of the Manitoba Hydro Agreements 3

important and how does the Project facilitate that energy storage?4

A. Manitoba Hydro’s system has the unique capability of storing energy throughout 5

its 5,700 MW system in a way that no other regional asset or system can.  When 6

the Project is completed, the Company will be able to determine when Manitoba 7

Hydro energy can be best utilized to complement our world-class, but still 8

intermittent, Bison wind resources.  We expect the 1 million MWhs of storage to 9

roughly equate to the off-peak production capabilities of the Bison assets --10

producing tremendous resource utilization advantages for our customers.11

Q. Does the Project’s ability to deliver additional hydropower to Minnesota 12

Power and other regional utilities provide benefits in addition to this “energy 13

storage” component?14

A. Absolutely.  Manitoba Hydro and United States utilities such as Minnesota Power15

have operated with high voltage transmission interconnections in place for 16

decades, utilizing these assets as well as other regional transmission infrastructure 17

to transact a varied and dynamic range of energy supply, diversity exchange, 18

excess energy, capacity and other arrangements.  Both Manitoba Hydro and its 19

United States utility partners have benefitted from this trading relationship in 20
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multiple ways, most importantly by supporting regional reliability and by bringing 1

large amounts of energy into the region, thereby helping to keep regional 2

electricity prices competitive.  For example, as a winter peaking utility, Manitoba 3

Hydro and summer peaking United States utilities have been able to engage in 4

seasonal diversity exchanges, with Manitoba Hydro supplying surplus power from 5

its system in the summer and United States utilities supplying surplus power in the 6

winter, lessening the need for utilities on either side of the border to build 7

additional peaking resources.  By facilitating more such transactions, the Project 8

cannot only bring more such load balancing benefits, it also reduces the need to 9

depend on price volatile and carbon-emitting natural gas resources. For Minnesota 10

Power specifically, Manitoba Hydro has provided a cost-effective resource option 11

(as evidenced by Commission approval of our power purchase agreements) that 12

significantly diversifies our supply portfolio.13

Q. Are the Project and the associated Manitoba Hydro Agreements also 14

consistent with State policy objectives?15

A. Yes.  Moving away from heavy dependence on carbon intensive resources is 16

squarely aligned with Minnesota’s energy direction as evidenced by the Minnesota 17

Legislature’s enactment of Minnesota Statutes Chapter 216H (the State’s 18

“Greenhouse Gas Emissions” statute), by Commission resource planning orders, 19

and other actions.  Moreover, by adding another high voltage, large capacity 20
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interconnection with Manitoba Hydro, the Project will advance the State’s 1

interests in adding more intermittent zero carbon emitting generation resources.2

Q. Can current transmission facilities support the new agreements between 3

Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro?4

A. No.  Other Minnesota Power witnesses provide detailed discussion of the regional 5

transmission system, its constraints and the various transmission alternatives 6

Minnesota Power considered.  However, the bottom line is that current 7

transmission resources cannot facilitate such significant new energy exchanges 8

between Manitoba and the United States, as the Commission recognized when it 9

approved the 250 MW Agreements with Manitoba Hydro.  In the 938 Docket, the 10

Commission acknowledged that both Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro must 11

construct their own new transmission facilities to allow the energy sales to occur.  12

For Minnesota Power’s customers, the Project represents the Minnesota portion of 13

the new transmission facilities necessary to deliver the power called for under the 14

250 MW Agreements and the 133 MW Renewable Optimization Agreements.15

Q. Is Manitoba Hydro also pursuing new transmission and related facilities in 16

Canada?17

A. Yes. Manitoba Hydro is simultaneously developing the Canadian portion of these 18

major new transmission facilities.  In our October 2013 Certificate of Need 19

Application, Minnesota Power explained that Manitoba Hydro had recently 20
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submitted its Needs For and Alternatives To (“NFAT”) filing with the Manitoba 1

Public Utilities Board (“PUB”).  In its NFAT submission, Manitoba Hydro set out 2

its Preferred Development Plan, including commencing construction of the 695 3

MW Keeyask Generating Station in June 2014 for a 2019 in-service date along 4

with the construction of the Canadian transmission component that will meet the 5

Project at the United States – Canada border.  Since the filing of our Application, 6

the government of Manitoba has not only affirmed the need for Keeyask and the 7

new transmission line, it has also issued the license for Manitoba Hydro to begin 8

construction.  On July 16, 2014 Manitoba Hydro and its Cree Nation partners9

(Tataskweyak, War Lake, York Factory and Fox Lake First Nations) began 10

construction at Keeyask – a critical resource addition to support the 250 MW 11

Agreements and the 133 MW Renewable Optimization Agreement, as well as a 12

resource capable of supporting other sales of hydropower to United States 13

utilities.1 Manitoba Hydro is also pursuing National Energy Board (“NEB”) 14

approval of the Canadian portion of this new transmission project, given that the 15

line will cross the Canadian-United States border and is pursuing approval of the 16

routing of the Canadian portion of this new transmission interconnection known in 17

Canada as the Manitoba-Minnesota Transmission Line.18

                                             
1 For reference, the Provincial license for Keeyask is attached as Ex. ___ (DJM), Schedule 1 and the PUB’s full 
NFAT Report can be viewed at www.pub.gov.mb.ca/nfat/pdf/finalreport_pdp.pdf.
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As Minnesota Power discussed in our Application, the NFAT also discussed the 1

potential development of the 1,485 MW Conawapa generating station. Manitoba 2

has not determined to move forward with Conawapa at this time.  However, 3

Conawapa was not anticipated to be able to be in service until 2026 at the earliest,4

or six years after the scheduled in-service date for the Great Northern 5

Transmission Line.  The current lack of certainty regarding the timing of this 6

additional resource option does not lessen the need for the Project nor does it alter 7

Minnesota Power’s requirements in the 250 MW Agreements to have a new 8

international transmission line in-service by June 1, 2020. Moreover, the unique 9

structure of the Manitoba Hydro Agreements means that the Project can meet 10

Minnesota Power’s needs, while protecting our ratepayers and also improving 11

overall transmission system reliability and facilitating additional energy sales 12

between Manitoba Hydro and other regional utilities – providing State and 13

regional benefits.14

Q. What do you see as the key benefits of this Project for Minnesota Power and 15

its customers?16

A. The Project is a once-in-a-generation opportunity for Minnesota Power and its 17

customers to connect to the most advantageous and complementary carbon free 18

resource available in the Upper Midwest.  Minnesota Power’s EnergyForward19

strategy envisions at least one-third of the Company’s portfolio being carbon-free20
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renewable energy.  Our North Dakota wind resources generate at capacity factors 1

ranging from 40 to 45 percent. While those capacity factors are almost 2

unparalleled for on-shore wind resources, these wind resources remain 3

intermittent.  The Manitoba Hydro Agreements will complement our North 4

Dakota wind energy by “firming up” those resources and doing so with a zero 5

carbon emitting resource. As I discuss below, Manitoba Hydro, with the approval 6

of its PUB, is shouldering the bulk of the construction costs and a majority of the 7

long-term operations expenses and risk associated with building and owning a 500 8

kV asset.  Manitoba Hydro is also enabling Minnesota Power to utilize the 9

Manitoba Hydro system for energy storage as well as allowing Minnesota Power 10

to keep the value of environmental attributes associated with energy purchases.  11

Minnesota Power’s customers stand to benefit over the next four decades from this 12

opportunity.13

III. PROJECT OWNERSHIP.14

Q. Please discuss the Project participants and Project ownership.15

A. Minnesota Power is constructing the Great Northern Transmission Line as part of 16

a joint effort with Manitoba Hydro, which is constructing and will have sole 17

ownership of the Canadian portion of this new interconnection.18

On the United States side, Minnesota Power will have majority ownership (5119

percent) of the Project.  The balance of the Project (49 percent) will be owned by a 20
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subsidiary of Manitoba Hydro,2 although the subsidiary may sell all or a portion of 1

its share to one or more United States utilities before, during or after construction.2

Importantly, while Minnesota Power will own 51 percent of the Project, under the 3

terms of the Manitoba Hydro Agreements, Minnesota Power’s customers will be 4

financially responsible for only 28.3 percent of the Project’s capital revenue 5

requirements – the equivalent of the revenue requirements associated with 250 6

MW of the Project’s total estimated transfer capability.  Conversely, while 7

Manitoba Hydro will own a minority interest in the Project, it will be financially 8

responsible for the majority of the Project costs.  This distinction between 9

“ownership” and “financial responsibility” is critical to understanding the full 10

benefits of the Project to Minnesota Power and our ratepayers.11

Q. The Application stated that Minnesota Power and its customers would have 12

financial responsibility for one-third of the Project costs.  Can you explain 13

why you now state that the Company’s customers will be responsible for a 14

smaller share?15

A. In the Application at page 16, Minnesota Power indicated that it would be 16

responsible for 33.3 percent of the Project’s revenue requirements, with the 17.717

percent differential between this responsibility share and the Company’s 18

ownership share covered by Manitoba Hydro under a “Monthly Must Take Fee” to 19

                                             
2 For ease of review, references to Manitoba Hydro in this testimony also encompass its subsidiary, 6690271 
Manitoba Ltd.
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be included in the 133 MW Renewable Optimization Agreements, meaning that 1

the Company and its ratepayers would be responsible only for the revenue 2

requirements associated with 250 MW of the Project’s total transfer capability.  3

Since the Application was filed, the Company has continued to ensure that its 4

customers would only bear the revenue requirements responsibility associated 5

with 250 MW of transfer capability.6

However, three subsequent events have changed the Company’s and our 7

customers’ percentage share of the overall revenue responsibility.  First, as 8

discussed by Mr. Winter, the total transfer capacity of the line has been estimated9

to be 883 MW, not 750 MW as assumed at the time of the Application.  Second, 10

Minnesota Power and Manitoba Hydro have finalized the 133 MW Renewable 11

Optimization Agreements.  Third, the Company and Minnesota Power have 12

executed a Facilities Construction Agreement (“FCA”), as discussed by Mr. 13

Donahue.14

In order for Minnesota Power to retain a 51 percent ownership in the line, while 15

not bearing more revenue responsibility than that associated with 250 MW of 16

transfer capability, the final agreements between the Company and Manitoba 17

Hydro call for: (1) Minnesota Power to ultimately bear 28.3 percent responsibility, 18

(2) the “Monthly Must Take Fee” included in the 133 MW Renewable 19

Optimization Agreements to continue covering 17.7 percent of the responsibility,20
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and (3) Manitoba Hydro to provide a 5 percent Contribution In Aid of 1

Construction (“CIAC”) payment to the Company – collectively totaling the 512

percent ownership held by Minnesota Power. Mr. Rudeck and Mr. Donahue 3

provide further discussion on these matters, but the benefits to Minnesota Power 4

and our customers of this unique business arrangement should be clear –5

Minnesota Power and its customers gain the benefits of the economies of scale, 6

optionality and energy storage that are only available with a 500 kV line and the 7

benefits of the Manitoba Hydro Agreements, while bearing the revenue 8

responsibility associated with 250 MW of transfer capability.9

Q. Can you also discuss project construction and operations and maintenance?10

A. Yes.  Mr. Donahue discusses this further, but Minnesota Power will serve as the 11

construction manager for all assets within the United States and will also operate 12

and maintain all Project assets located within the United States.  Minnesota Power, 13

through an Operation and Maintenance agreement will invoice the Manitoba 14

Hydro subsidiary monthly for its 49 percent pro rata share of Operation and 15

Maintenance expenses associated with the Project.  Once in-service, functional 16

control of the entire Project will be turned over to MISO.17
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IV. RETAIL RATE IMPACT1

Q. Can you estimate the Project’s impact on the Company’s retail customers?2

A. Yes.  Table 4.3.5.1 in our Application summarized the estimated Minnesota 3

jurisdictional revenue requirements and rate impacts by customer class for the 4

expected in-service year beginning June 1, 2020 based on the information 5

available at that time.  The Minnesota jurisdictional and class requirements were 6

derived by multiplying the total Minnesota Power customer revenue requirements 7

by Minnesota Power’s current D-02 Transmission Demand jurisdictional and class 8

allocators.  For the average residential customer, the rate impact in 2020 would be 9

approximately $2.51 per month.  If compared to the estimated average current 10

residential rate in 2014 (based on Final General Rates from our 2009 rate case, 11

adjusted to include current rider rates), this would represent an increase of 12

approximately 3.3 percent.  By 2020, however, the percent increase is expected to 13

be lower because base rates will likely increase as other system costs change and 14

are incorporated into base rates through future rate cases and other mechanisms.  15

For our Large Power customers, the estimated rate impact for the year 2020 would 16

be approximately 0.261¢ per kWh of energy.  If compared to the estimated 17

average current Large Power rate for 2014, this would represent an increase of 18

approximately 4.9 percent.  As with residential rates, the percent increase is 19

expected to be lower by 2020 because base rates will likely increase due to 20
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changes in other system costs that will be incorporated into base rates through 1

future rate cases and other mechanisms.  These estimates would also be impacted 2

by future changes in Minnesota Power’s D-02 Transmission Demand 3

jurisdictional and class allocators.4

Q. Has the Company reviewed these previous estimates in light of updated 5

Project cost information?6

A. Yes.  Given the current estimates of overall Project cost, the total Minnesota 7

Power customer revenue requirements have increased by about $5.4 million in 8

2020.  However, this is offset by a revenue credit of about $4.5 million in the first 9

year for a portion of the operation and maintenance, property tax, and 10

administrative and general expenses that will be covered by Manitoba Hydro.  11

After apportioning these totals to the retail jurisdiction, the Minnesota Power retail 12

revenue requirements for the first year would be about $0.7 million higher than13

stated in the Application, meaning rate impacts less than one-tenth of one percent 14

higher for residential customers and about 0.15 percent higher for Large Power 15

customers, when compared to the numbers presented in the Application.  Thus, I 16

believe the Application continues to present a reasonable estimate of the ultimate 17

retail rate impacts of the Project.18
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Q. And how would these retail rate impacts compare to the impact on customers 1

if Minnesota Power pursued a smaller 230 kV line instead of the Project?2

A. As discussed in the Application, our retail customers would actually pay more for 3

a smaller line than for the Project.  In fact, using the current cost estimates and 4

revenue requirements responsibilities, the additional costs that would be imposed 5

on Minnesota Power customers from a smaller line have grown.  As discussed 6

above and in the testimony of Mr. Donahue, Minnesota Power ratepayers will be 7

responsible for only 28.3 percent of the Project cost, currently estimated to equate 8

to $158 million to $201 million, with a midpoint of $179.5 million.  In contrast, 9

Mr. Donahue explains that the 230 kV alternative is now estimated to cost 10

between $277 million and $355 million, with a midpoint of $316 million.  11

Moreover, Minnesota Power and our customers would bear 100 percent12

responsibility for those costs, meaning the 230 kV alternative would be 13

substantially more expensive for our customers than the Project.14

V. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED15

Q. Can you provide an overview of Minnesota Power’s consideration of potential 16

alternatives to the Great Northern Transmission Line?17

A. Yes.  Minnesota Power examined a number of alternatives, discussed in further 18

detail by Mr. Rudeck and Mr. Winter, including: generation alternatives; various 19

transmission solutions, including upgrading existing facilities, and using different 20
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voltage levels and different endpoints; and a “no-build alternative.”  Our 1

alternatives analysis was informed by a number of studies, including several 2

MISO studies sponsored by Mr. Hoberg.  As demonstrated in our Application and 3

supported by these witnesses, none of the alternatives considered provides a more 4

reasonable and prudent option for Minnesota Power and its customers than the 5

Project.6

When compared to generation alternatives such as fossil fuel powered resources, 7

the Project and the associated hydropower it makes available will produce 8

significantly fewer greenhouse gas emissions.  Of course, the goal of lowering 9

greenhouse gas emissions is becoming increasingly important as the State and 10

federal governments continue to push utilities to reduce such emissions through 11

efforts such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s recently published 12

proposed Clean Power Rule (Clean Air Act § 111(d)).  The Project enables 13

Minnesota Power to continue reshaping its energy supply portfolio from a 14

predominantly coal-based supply to a balanced mix of one-third renewable energy, 15

one-third market and/or natural gas energy and one-third coal-based energy.  As 16

such, the Project will allow the Company to better manage risk associated with 17

any additional federal or State regulations and policies that restrict carbon 18

emissions or penalize generators of those emissions, benefitting both the 19

environment and our ratepayers.20
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Compared to the other transmission alternatives, a 500 kV transmission line with 1

the cost allocation described above is the most prudent project for Minnesota 2

Power’s ratepayers.  Not only will the Project meet Minnesota Power’s needs by 3

supporting the Manitoba Hydro Agreements, it will also benefit the State and 4

region through increased reliability and capacity to import hydropower from 5

Manitoba. Given Manitoba Hydro’s current and pending agreements with other 6

Minnesota and regional utilities,3 Manitoba Hydro requires the transmission 7

capacity available with a 500 kV line. A smaller line would not only fail to 8

facilitate these additional sales, forfeiting the State and regional benefits of 9

additional hydropower, it would actually impose greater costs on Minnesota 10

Power’s customers.11

Finally, the “no build” alternative cannot enable Minnesota Power to meet the 12

needs of its customers.  Northeastern Minnesota is poised for economic 13

development with new mining operations and expansions of existing operations.  14

The Project, and the associated hydropower from Manitoba Hydro, enables 15

Minnesota Power to meet a growing need for capacity and energy at a reasonable 16

cost and in an environmentally responsible manner.17

                                             
3 As discussed in the PUB’s NFAT Report, Manitoba Hydro has current and future contracts totaling several 
hundred MW with Xcel Energy, Great River Energy and Wisconsin Public Service, in addition to its contracts with 
Minnesota Power.
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VI. SUMMARY OF NEED1

Q. What criteria does the Commission consider in determining whether to issue 2

a Certificate of Need for a large energy facility such as the Great Northern 3

Transmission Line?4

A. Under the Commission’s Certificate of Need Rules, the Commission considers the 5

following criteria:6

1. Whether the probable direct or indirect result of denial would be an adverse 7

effect upon the future adequacy, reliability, safety, or efficiency of energy supply 8

to the Company, our customers, or to the people of Minnesota and neighboring 9

states;10

2. Whether a more reasonable and prudent alternative to the proposed facility 11

has been demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence on the record by 12

parties or persons other than the Company;13

3. Whether a preponderance of the evidence on the record demonstrates that 14

the consequences of granting the Certificate of Need for the Project are more 15

favorable to society than the consequences of denying the certificate; and16

4. That it has not been demonstrated on the record that the design, 17

construction, operation, or retirement of the proposed facility will fail to comply 18

with relevant policies, rules, and regulations of other State and federal agencies 19

and local governments.20
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Q. What would be the impact on Minnesota Power, its customers, the State and 1

the region if the Certificate of need is denied?2

A. Denial of the Certificate of Need would adversely impact each of these interests.  3

As shown in Appendix C to our Application, in the 938 Docket (and associated 4

dockets), the Department and Commission analyzed the Company’s capacity 5

energy supply needs and determined that the Company has the need for increased 6

capacity and energy and that the hydropower made available to Minnesota Power 7

by the 250 MW Agreements represents the most appropriate resources to meet 8

those needs.  Those needs continue to exist and without the Project, they cannot 9

and will not be met by increased reliable, affordable and sustainable hydropower.  10

In the absence of the Project, Minnesota Power would need to meet its customers’ 11

needs through other, more expensive options including, almost certainly, increased 12

reliance on fossil fuels, especially natural gas as the Company would need to add a 13

resource with the ability to compliment wind resources.  Moreover, the State and 14

region benefit from the Project by the increased ability for Minnesota and regional 15

utilities to access this hydropower. As Mr. Winter discusses, the existing 16

interconnection between Manitoba and Minnesota cannot support such increased 17

access.  Further, the Project addresses a major contingency in the regional 18

transmission grid by providing a second major interconnection, again providing 19
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both State and regional benefits.  Denial of the Certificate of Need forfeits all of 1

these benefits.2

Q. Is Minnesota Power aware of a more feasible and prudent alternative to the 3

Project?4

A. No.  As I discuss above, and as Mr. Rudeck and Mr. Winter discuss in further 5

detail, none of the alternatives Minnesota Power has analyzed provide the benefits 6

to the Company, its customers and the State and region that the Great Northern 7

Transmission Line provides.8

Q. Will the Project protect the environment and provide benefits to Minnesota 9

Power’s customers, the State and the region?10

A. Absolutely.  Minnesota Power is committed to being a good steward of the 11

environment and we have consistently demonstrated that commitment.  For 12

example, through our EnergyForward strategy, of which this Project is a key 13

component, we are diversifying our energy mix by increasing our use of 14

renewable energy sources and reducing our reliance on fossil fuel fired generation 15

generally and by significantly reducing our reliance on coal fired generation in 16

particular.  In addition, our work on the Project has involved an unprecedented 17

level of commitment and coordination with key stakeholders, including the public 18

and governmental entities, all aimed at understanding and addressing potential 19

environmental concerns associated with a transmission line project of this scope.  20
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The environmental impact of Project is being jointly reviewed by the State of 1

Minnesota and the United States Department of Energy, with the full cooperation 2

of the Company.  In fact, the Project was recognized by the White House in a May 3

2014 Fact Sheet titled “Building a 21st Century Infrastructure: Modernizing 4

Infrastructure Permitting”, Ex. ___ (DJM), Schedule 2, for its efforts in early 5

coordination with federal, State and local entities.  Mr. Atkinson discusses this 6

further in his testimony.7

Additionally, the Project provides significant economic benefits to Minnesota 8

Power’s service territory, including construction jobs, tax revenues and other 9

benefits.  To assess the overall economic impact of the Project, Minnesota Power 10

contracted with the Labovitz School of Business and Economics (Bureau of 11

Business and Economic Research) at the University of Minnesota Duluth to 12

conduct an economic impact study on the Project (the “Labovitz Study”), attached 13

as Appendix L to the Certificate of Need Application.  The Labovitz Study shows 14

that construction of the Project will generate over $850 million in economic 15

impact in northern Minnesota for the design and construction period of 2016 16

through 2020.17
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Q. Will the Project comply with all applicable federal, State and local permitting 1

requirements?2

A. Yes.  Minnesota Power will continue to work with all federal, State and local 3

governmental authorities to obtain all necessary permits and is fully committed to 4

compliance with those permits.5

Q. Does this complete your testimony?6

A. Yes.7

9377248v18
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Client File 5550.00 

July 2, 2014 

Bruce Barrett, President 
Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership 
360 Portage Ave. 
P.O. Box 815, Stn Main 
Winnipeg MB R3C 2P4 

Dear Mr. Barrett: 

Enclosed is Environment Act licence No. 3107 dated My 2, 2014 issued to Keeyask 
Hydropower Limited Partnership for the construction, operation, maintenance and 
decommissioning of the Keeyask Generation Station and related dams, dikes, channels, control 
structures and infrastructure, 

In addition to the Licence requirements, it is my intention to ensure that ail of the non-licensing 
recommendations in the Clean Environment Commission report be implemented. In addition to 
the Clean Environment Commission report, I reviewed and considered the Crown-Aboriginal 
consultation report before making a licensing decision. Technical staff in my department will 
contact you in the near future to discuss implementation of the recommendation to investigate  
and incorporate Aboriginal traditional knowledge and local knowledge of historical "summer 
resident caribou" to inform the current status and management of this population. 

I address the following requirements specifically to Manitoba Hydro: 

• As outlined in the Environmental Impact Statement, and exceeding the recommendations 
in the related Keeyask Clean Environment Commission report, licence conditions have 
been imposed to ensure that Manitoba Hydro implements a world class, leading edge 
program to protect the Lake Sturgeon population that may be affected by the construction 
and operation of this project. We expect that Manitoba Hydra establish and maintain a 
robust and self-sustaining Lake Sturgeon population in affected areas of the Nelson and 
Burntwood River systems throughout the life of the project. An expert committee will be  
formed consisting of Manitoba Hydro, on 'behalf of the Keeyask Hydropower Limited 
Partnership, the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and Conservation and Water 

Client File 555000

July 1 O14

Brtce 3antt, Presidcru
Keryask Hydropower Limited Parthersh,p
360 Porlage Ave.
P.O. Box 15, SIn Main
Winnipeg MB IUC 2P4

Dear Mr. Bajeti:

Enclosed is Eavironment Act licence No. 3107 dated July 2, 1014 issued to Keeyask
Hydropower Limited Partnership for the consfraction. opention, maintenance and
decommissioning of the Kecyask Generation Station and related dams, dikes, channels, conail
structures and infrastructure.

In addition to the Licence requirements, it is my intcrttion In ensure that all ofthe non-Eicensing
recommendations in the Clean Enviromnerit Conimision report be implemente& In addition tn
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Stewardship, and Fisheries Branch whose purpose is to independently review the results of 
the annual conservation and stocking Lake Sturgeon monitoring program and to 
recommend adaptive management strategies. 

• Manitoba Hydro has stated that once the Keeyask Generating Station is operational, the 
need for coal-fired emergency generation will be eliminated. This is consistent with 
goveniment's commitment to clean energy. As such, pursuant to Environment Act licence 
No. 17038, Manitoba Hydro must cease coal-fired operations of the Brandon Generating 
Station Unit 5, as of December 31, 2019. It is expected that there will be no layoffs as a 
result of this closure and Manitoba Hydro will manage accordingly. 

• Manitoba Hydro will be required to invest in educational andior knowledge transfer 
programs that promote trapping as well as plant harvesting to affected communities. 

• Manitoba Hydro will be required to continue to fund efforts to prevent and manage 
infestation of zebra mussels and other invasive species which may negatively affect Hydro 
development, 

• By June 2015, Manitoba Hydro is required to undertake a comprehensive review of 
pesticide use for new development and existing operations with the objective of 
eliminating or reducing pesticide use and moving to lower risk pesticides. 

• Manitoba Hydro is required to seek to rehabilitate the landscape, where possible, including 
the Sundance town site, unused borrow pits, storage yards, dumps, and other such 
disturbances, 

• The final results of the Regional Cumulative Effects Assessment are due no later than 
October 31, 2015. Included in the attached licence is a clause that refers to this 
Assessment and provides the Director authority to require Manitoba Hydro to conduct 
additional monitoring or corrective action should the results of the Assessment indicate 
such work would be environmentally beneficial in the project area. 

• 1 understand that Manitoba Hydro has no future development plans for the Seal River. 
Over the next three years, Manitoba intends to consult on options to protect the Seal River 
ecosystem as a critical habitat for the beluga whale. 

The Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership represents a very significant and positive joint 

venture between Tatask-weyak Cree Nation, War Lake First Nation, York Factory First Nation, 
Fox Lake Cree Nation and Manitoba Hydro, and one which we believe speaks to an ongoing 
process of partnership and reconciliation. 

We are pleased with the work of the Partnership in effectively incorporating both traditional and 
western scientific knowledge into the Keeyask project Environmental Impact Statement and 
related filings — this joint approach has produced a deeper and more robust assessment of impacts 
and mitigation and avoidance strategies. We encourage the Partnership to continue to work toward 
expanding opportunities for Aboriginal skills training and employment in connection to the 

Keeyask project 

The Manitoba Government also encourages Manitoba Hydro to continue along this path of 
reconciliation with all of Manitoba's 'Aboriginal and northern communities, to recognize the 
significant effects of earlier hydro development on local communities and the wider environment, 
and to apply lessons learned from the past to build more positive relationships and partnerships 
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going forward. Among other initiatives, we encourage Manitoba Hydro to explore with Aboriginal 
communities the renaming of past development projects to better reflect traditional values, and to 
continue to increasingly engage aboriginal and local labour in development projects and ongoing 
operations. 

In addition to the enclosed Licence requirements, please be informed that all other applicable 
federal, provincial and municipal regulations and by-laws must be complied with. A Notice of 
Alteration must be filed with the Minister for approval prior to any alteration to the Development 
as licensed. 

Pursuant to Section 27 of The Environment Act, this licensing decision may be appealed by any 
person who is affected by the issuance of this Licence within 30 days of the date of the Licence. 

Yours truly, 

CA.kinal Signed Eiv 
Cord Mackintosh 
The Environment Act 

Inc. 
c: 	Don Labossiere, Director, Environmental Compliance and Enforcement 

Pierce Roberts, Director, Regional Services 
Public Registries, Public Distribution List 

NOTE: Continuation of Receipt' of this Licence No, 5107 (by the Licensee apt9 is required by the Director of 
Environmental Approvals, Meuse acknowledge receipt by signing in the space provides] below and faxing a 
copy (letter only) to the Department by July 18, 2014. 

On behalf of the Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership 	 Date 

"A COPY OF THE LICENCE MUST DE KEPT ON SITE AT THE DEVELOPMENT AT ALL TIMES" 

going forward. Among other initiatives, we encourage Manitoba Hydra to explore with Aboriginal
communities the renaming ofpast development projects to better reflect traditional values, and to
continue to increasingly engage aboriginal and local labour in development projects and ongoing
operations.

In addition to the enclosed Licence requirements, please be infomied that all other applicable
federal provincial and municipal regulations and by-laws must be complied with. A Notice of
Alteration must he filed th the Minister for approval prior to any alteration to the Development
as licensed.

Pursuant to Section 27 of The Envjron,nent Act this licensing decision nay be appealed by any
person who is affected by the issuance ofthis Licence within 30 days ofthe date ofthe Licence.

Yours truly,

Driinai Signed fly

Cord Mackintosh

The Em,!ranmentAct

Eric.
Don Labossiere, Director Environmental Compliance and Enforcement
Pierce Roberts, Director Regional Services
Public Registries Public Distribution List

NOITh Co tI rmatoa of lteeept of this L4een cc No. 3107 0y the Licensee 011(v) is roqu red by 1’ e Directs r
Environmental Approvals. Please. C koowled e receipt by signing n the space provided below and faxing i

copy (letter only) to the Department by July Th, 2014,

On behalfofthe Keeyask Hydropower Uite’I Psrtnersli[p Date
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Keeyask Generation Project — Public Distribution List 

Public Interest Law Centre 

Ian ILI Brown —I 
Manitoba Wildiands 

The Manitoba Metis Federation 

Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation 

Pingeilcamak Okimawin 

Peguis FirstNation 

Clean Environment Commission 

Kecyask GenraIlou Prejeel — Public Bistrihulion List

Public Interest Law Centse

Ian Hi Browi

Manitoba Wildiands

The Manitoba Métis Fedenition

Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation

Piinkilcamak Okimawin

Peguis FirstNation

Clean EMronment Commission
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THE ENVIRONMENT ACT 

LW SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT Manitoba 

LICENCE 
Licence No. / [Acute n° 

Issue Date Date de delivrance 	July 2,2014 

In accordance with The Environment Act (C.C.S.M. c. E125) 
Conformement 10 Toi sur l'environnement 	c. £125) 

Pursuant to Sectiaa 12(1)1 Conformement an Paragraphe 12(1) 

THIS LICENCE IS ISSUED TO ; CETTE LICENCE EST DoNNEE A : 

10EEYASX HYDROPOWER LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; 
"the_14cenete" 

for the Development being the Keeyask Generation Project, a 695-megawatt 
hydroelectric generating station, located on the lower Nelson River, approximately 180 
km northeast of Thompson. The Development involves the construction, operation, 
maintenance and decommissioning of the ICeeyask Generating Station, and related dams, 
dikes, channels, control structures and infrastructure, including roads, in accordance with 
the Proposal filed under The Environment Act, dated December 9, 2011, and the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), dated July 6, 2012, and additional information 
dated November 19, 2012, April 24, 2013, April 26, 2013, July 12, 2013, July 22, 2013 
and August 23, 2013, and in consideration of the April 2014 Clean Environment 
Commission Report on Public Hearings, and subject to the following specifications, 
limits, terms and conditions: 

DEMITIONa 
In this Licence: 

"affected area" means a geographical area, excluding the property of the Development; 

"aggregate" means any crushed stone or slag, crushed or uncrushed gravel, sand or 
mineral filler; 

"approved" means approved by the Director or Environment Officer in writing; 

"Director" means an employee so designated pursuant to The Environmeni Act, 

3107  

**A COPY OF THIS LICENCE MUFF BE. KEPT ON SITE AT THE.DEVELOPAIENT AT ALL TIMES** 

Issue Date I Date ile delivranee July 2. 2014

Iii accordauce with The EnvironmentAct (C.C.S.M. c. E125) /
Conforniéncnt A Ia Len Si,, I’enWronnement (C.P.L.M. C. E125)

Pursuant to Section 12(1) / Confonnement au Parag,,pbe 12(1)

THIS LICENCE IS ISSUED TO;! CETTE LICENCE EST DONNÉE A:

KEEVASK HYDROPOWER LIMITED PARTNERSHIP:
“(he LlceDcee”

for the Development being the Keeyask Generation Project, a 695-magawall
hydroelectric generating station, located on the lower Nelson River, approximately ISO
km noitheast of Thompson. The Development involves the construction, operation,
maintenanc, and deconunissioning of the Keeyask Generating Station, and related dams,
dikes, channels, control atnictures and infrastmcture, including roads, in accordance th
the Proposal ified under The Environment Act, dated December 9, 2011, and the
E,rvironmental Impact Statement (Els), dated July 6, 2012, and additional infomiation
dated November 19, 2012, April 24, 2013, April 26, 2013, July 12, 2013, July 22, 2013
and August 23 2013, and in consideration of the April 2014 Clean Environment
Commission Report on Public Hearings, and subject to the fol1ong specifications,
limits, tenna and conditions:

DEFIMtIONS
In this Licence:

“affected area” means a geogn,phical area, excluding the property of the Developnent;

“aggregate” means any crushed stone or slag, crushed or uncmshed gravel, sand or
mineral filler;

“approved” means approved by the Dimetor or Environment Officer in writing;

‘Director” means an employee so designated pursuani to The Environment Act;

Licence No. / Licence n 311)1

*A COPY OFIlils LICENCE MUST BE.KEPT ON StTE Al THE DEVEtOPMENr ATALL EThhIS*
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Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership - Keeyask Generation Project 
Licence No. 3107 
Page 2 of 18 

"Environment Officer" means an employee so designated pursuant to The Environment 
Act,- 

"Offgetting Programs" means programs that are intended to provide appropriate 
replacements, substitutions and opportunities to compensate for unavoidable effects 
associated with the Development on practices, customs and traditions integral to the 
distinctive cultural identity of each of the Keeyask Cree Nations; 

"opacity" means the degree to which emissions reduce the transmission of light and 
obscure the view of an object in the background; 

"PIT tags" means Passive Integrated Transponder tags, consisting of an integrated 
circuit chip, capacitor, and an encased antenna coil used for tracking individual 
organisms; 

"particalaite matter" means any finely divided liquid or solid matter other than water 
droplets; 

"particulate residue" means that part or portion of an atmospheric emission which is 
deposited onto a surface; 

"point source" means any point of emission from the Development where pollutants are 
ducted into the atmosphere; 

"riparian area" means an area of land on the banks or in the vicinity of a waterbody, 
which due to the presence of water supports, or in the absence of human intervention 
would naturally support, an ecosystem that is distinctly different from that of adjacent 
upland areas (The Water Protection Act 2005); 

"study area" means  the geographical limits within which effects on eth element of the 
environment or key topic is assessed in the Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Development; 

"summer resident caribou" as identified in the Environmental impact statement, 
means a population of caribou that uses a smaller range than .migratory caribou, and is 
more lilcely to use calving and rearing habitat that occurs within the Keeyask region; 

"waterbody" means any body of flowing or standing water, whether naturally or 
artificially created, and whether the flow or presence of water is continuous, intermittent 
or occurs only during a flood, including but not limited to a lake, river, creek, stream, and 
wetland (slough, marsh, swamp, etc.), including ice on any of them (The Water 
Protection Act 2005); and 

"wetland" means land that is saturated with water long enough to promote wetland or 
aquatic processes as indicated by poorly drained soils, hydrophytic vegetation., and 

Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership - Kceyask Generation Project
Licence No. 3107
Pae2oflS

Eavironmeni officer’ means an emplo>-ec so designated pursuant to The Environment
Act.
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various kinds of biological activity which are adapted to a wet environment. They are 
generally less than approximately 2 metres in depth (National Wetland Working Group 
1997). 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

This Section of the Licence contains requirements intended to provide guidance to 
the Licencee in implementing practices to ensue that the environment is maintained in 
such a manner as to sustain a high quality of life, including social and economic 
development, recreation and leisure for present and future Manitobans. 

Compliance 

1. The Licencee shall adhere to the commitments made in the Proposal, supporting 
information filed in association with the Proposal, and plans submitted and approved 
pursuant to this Licence during construction, maintenance, operation and 
decommissioning of the Development. 

Additional Permits 

2. The Licencee shall, prior to commencing construction of the Development, apply for 
and obtain all land tenure allocations and Work Permits as required from the 
appropriate Conservation and Water Stewardship district office and shall comply 
vfith the conditions of all permits. 

3. The Licencee shall, prior to commencing construction of the Development, obtain all 
permits and agreements as required by Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation. 

Environmet0I fitcpgction 

4. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, employ qualified 
environmental inspectors to monitor the work on a daily basis to ensure that all the 
environmental practices outlined in the Proposal, supporting information, and the 
plans submitted pursuant to this Licence are carried out, 

Additional Reporting 

5. The Licencee shall, in addition to any of the specifications, limits, terms and 
conditions specified in this Licence, upon the request of the Director. 
a) sample, monitor, analyse or investigate specific areas of concern regarding any 

segment, component or aspect of the Development for such duration and at 
such frequencies as may be specified; 

b) determine the environmental impact associated from the Development; 
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various kinds of biological activity which are adapted to a wet environment. They are
generally less than approximately 2 metres in depth Q’lational Wetland Working Group
1997).

GENERAL TERMS AND CONEmONS

This Section ofthe Licence contains requirements intended to provide guidance to
the Licencee in implementing practices to ensure that the environment is maintained in
such a manner as to sustain a high quality of Iifr, including social and economic
development recreation and leisure for present and future Manitobans.

Comnlianee

I. The Liconcee shall adhere to the commitments made in the Proposal, snpporting
information filed in association ndth the Proposal, and plans submitted and approved
pursuant to this Licence during construction, maintenance, operation and
decommissioning ofthe Development

Additional Permits

2. The Licencee shall, prior to commencing construction ofthe Development, apply for
and obtain all land tenure allocations and Woit Permits as required from the
appropriate Conservation arid Water Stewardship distuict office and shall comply
with the conditions of all pemiits.

3. The Licencee shall, prior to commencing constnjction of the Development obtain all
permits arid agreements as required by Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation.

Env1ronmentl Inspection

4. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, employ qualified

environmental inspectors to monitor the work on a daily basis to ensure that all the
environmental practices outlined in the Proposal, supporting infommtion, and the
plans submitted pumuant to this Licence are canied out,

AddItional Reportin

5. The Licencee shall, in addition to any of the specifications, limits, tenns and
conditions specified in this Licence, upon the mquest of the Director:
a) sample monitor, analyse or investigate specific areas of concern regarding any

segment component or aspect of the Development for such duration and at
such frequencies as may be specified

b) determine the environmental impact associated from the Development;
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c) conduct specific investigations in response to the data gathered during 
environmental monitoring programs; or 

d) provide the Director, within such time as may be specified, with such reports, 
drawings, specifications, analytical data, descriptions of sampling and other 
information as may from time to time be requested. 

Reportinft Format 

6. 	The Licencee shall submit all information required to be provided to the Director or 
Environment Officer under this Licence, in writing, in such form (including number 
of copies) and of such content as may be required by the Director or Environment 
Officer, and each submission shall be clearly labelled with the Licence Number and 
Client File Number associated with this licence. 

SPECIFICATIONS, LIMITS. TERMS MID CONMITIONS 

Notification 

7. The Licencee shall, prior to beginning construction of the Development, provide 
notification to the Environment Officer responsible for the administration of this 
Licence of the intended start date of construction and the name of the contractor(s) 
responsible for the construction. 

8. The Licencee shall, prior to construction, provide a copy of this Licence to the 
contractor(s) and subcontractor(s) involved in the Development, 

Access Routes 

9. The Licencee shall not create or improve roads or short access routes for 
construction and/or maintenance of the Development without written approval from 
the Northeast Region Integrated Resource Management Team (IRMT) of 
Conservation and Water Stewardship. 

10. The Licencee shall submit an access route inventory and decommissioning and 
rehabilitation plan for all access mutes created or improved in association with the 
Development, upon completion of construction of the Development, as required by 
the Northeast Region IRMT. 

Local AboriOnal Laneua2e 

H. The Licencee shall submit a plan for approval of the Director, prior to November 30, 
2014, describing how Locations and road signs will include local language and 
nomenclature. 
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C) conduct specific investigations ti response to the data gathered during
e’nironmental monitoring programs; or

d) provide the Director, within such time as may be specified, vith such reports,
drawings, specifications analytical data, descriptions of sampling and other
infonnation as may from time to time be requested.

Reporting Format

6. The Licencee shall submit all information required to be provided to the Director or
Environment Officer under this Licenc in writing in such form (including number
of copies) and of such content as may be required by the Director or Enviromnent
Officer, and each submission shall be clearly labelled with the Licence Number and
Client File Number associated with this licence.

SPECIFICATIONS. LIMITS. TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Notification

7. The Ticencee shall, prior to beginning construction of the Development. provide
notification to the Environment Officer responsible for the administration of this
Licence of he intended stait date of construction and the name of the contractor(s)
responsible for the constnjctiom

8. The Licencee shall, prior to construction, provide a copy of this Licence to the
contractor(s) and subcontractor(s) involved in the Development.

Access Routes

9. The Licencee shall not create or improve roads or short access mutes for
cons&uction and/or maintenance of the Development without written approval from
the Northeast Region Integrated Resource Management Team (IRMT) of
Conse,vation and Water Stewaniship,

10. The Licencee shall submit an access route inventory and decommissioning and
rehabilitation plan for all access mutes created or improved in association with the
Development, upon completion of construction of the Development, as required by
the Northeast Region IRMT,

Local Aborfrmnal Lanriage

II. The Licence shall submit a plan for approval of the Director, prior to November 30,
2014 describing how locations and mad signs will include local language and
nomencl alum
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Air Quality 

12. The Licencee shall minimize the burning of slash generated during clearing of the 
Development where smoke may affect residences. In such cases, the Licencee shall 
dispose of slash using environmentally suitable methods such as chipping and 
mulching, where feasible. 

13. The Licencee shall undertake dust control measures during construction. Water required 
for dust control during construction shall be obtained from a source other than waste 
water treatment facilities. 

14. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, undertake blasting 
associated with construction, demolition and aggregate preparation activities in 
accordance with guidelines prepared by the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 

Borrow Pits 

15, The Licencee shall construct borrow pits in connection with the Development to 
minimize environmental and aesthetic impacts. Borrow pit designs shall be approved in 
writing by the MIT prior to construction, and subject to the requirements of a Quarry 
Permit. Reclamation of individual borrow pits shall occur as they are no longer in use 
for the Development, unless otherwise approved by the Director. 

Environmental Protection Plans 

16. The Liceacee shall submit Environmental Protection Plans for the approval of the 
Director prior to commencing construction of the Development. These plans shall 
describe the approach to be used by the Licencee to ensure that mitigative measures 
are applied systematically, and in a manner consistent with the commitments made in 
the EIS_ Separate plans may be submitted for different components of the 
Development. Specifically, the plans shall: 
a) incorporate both western science and Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge; 
b) describe the environmental management system; 
c) provide field construction personnel with clear instructions on the mitigation 

measures to be implemented and on the appropriate lines of communication 
and means of reporting to be followed throughout the life cycle of the project; 

d) summarize environmental sensitivities and mitigation actions and emergency 
response plans and reporting protocols; 

e) describe the protocol for reporting on compliance monitoring; and 
f) include, as a minimum, the following components: 

i) 	Generating Station Environmental Protection Plan; 
if) 	South Access Road Environmental Protection Plan. 
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Air quality

12. The Licencee shall minimize the burning of slash generated during clearing of the
Development where smoke may affect residences. hi such cases, the Licencee shall
dispose of slash using environmentally suitable methods such as chipping and
mulching, where feasible.

13, The Licencee shall undertake dust control measures during coristmction. Waler required
for dust confll during construction shall be obtained from a source other ‘ban waste
water treatment facilities.

Blast1n

14. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development undertake blasting
associated with construction, demolition arid agegate preparation activities in
aszcordnnce with guidelines prepared by the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans,

Borrow Pits

15. The Licencee shall construct borrow pits in connection with the Development to
minimize environmental and aesthetic impacts. Borrow pit designs shall be approved in
writing by the IRMT prior to construction and sttject to the requirements of a Quarry
Pem,it. Reclamation of individual borrow pits shall oecur as they are no longer in use
for the Development, unless otherwise approved by the Director.

Environmental Protection Plans

16. The licencee shall submit Environmental Protection Plans for the approval of the
Director prior to commencing construction of the Development. These pians shall
descaibe the approach to be used by the Licencee to ensure that mitigative measures
are applied systematically, and in a manner consistent with the commitments made in
the Ff3. Separate plans may be submitted for different components of the
Development, Specifically, the plans shall:
a) incorporate both western science and Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge;
b) describe the environmental management stem;
c) provide field construction personnel with clear instructions on the mitigation

measures to be implemented and on the appropriate lines ofoominunication
and means ofreporling to be followed throughout the life cycle ofthe project;

d) summarize environmental sensitivities and mitigation actions and emergency
response plans and reporting protocols;

e) describe the protocol for reporting on compliance monitoring; and

0 include, as a minimum, the following components:
i) Generating Station Envimmuental Protection Plan,
ii) South Access Road Environmental Protection Plan.
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Environmental Mana ement Plans 

17. The Licencee shall submit Environmental Management Plans for the appioval of the 
Director prior to commencing construction of the Development, These plans shall 
describe the mitigative measures that will be employed during construction and 
operation to reduce the environmental impact of the Development. They shall 
describe the approaches to be taken by the Licencee and shall be consistent with the 
commitments made in the EIS_ Specifically, the plans shall: 
a) 	incorporate both western science and Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge; 

• b) 	describe the specific measures to be installed/undertaken; 
c) 	outline the communication and reporting protocol on implementation progress; 
d) 	describe contingency measures, if mitigation is not working as anticipated; 
e) 	include a plan to establish a self-sustaining lake sturgeon population and 

include, as a minimum the following: 
i) 	a conservation stocking plan for lake sturgeon for 50 years or until a 

self-sustaining lake sturgeon population is proven to be re-established in 
the following areas: 
a- 	in the Nelson River from Kelsey Generation Station to Kettle 

Generation Station; and, 
b. 	in the Burntwood River below First Rapids. 

ii) 	a plan to resume the conservation stocking plan at any time if the lake 
sturgeon population declines as a result of the Development until the 
Development is decommissioned, or as otherwise approved by the 
Director, 

iii) a plan to incorporate, at a minimum, the following in the adaptive 
management of lake sturgeon: 
a. the results of lake sturgeon monitoring developed pursuant to 

Clause 18; and 
b. committee recommendations developed pursuant to Clause 21. 

iv) 	a description of how other facilities and other jurisdictions were 
consulted with in order to collect and evaluate the most successful 
techniques in fish culture for rearing and releasing lake sturgeon and how 
these techniques will be implemented; 

f) 	include, as a minimum, the following components: 
i) In-Stream Construction Sediment Management Plan; 
ii) Fish Habitat Compensation Plan; 
iii) Access Management Plan; 
iv) Heritage Resources Protection Plan; 
v) Vegetation Rehabilitation Plan; 
vi) Terrestrial Mitigation Implementation Plan; 
vii) Waterways Management Plan; and 
viii) Reservoir Clearing Plan. 
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Environmental Manncitietit Plans

I?. The Licencee shall submit Environmental Management Plans for the approval of the
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c) outLine the conmunication and reporting protocol on implementation progress;
d) describe contingency measures, ifmirigation is not working as anticipated;
C) include a plan to tabIisl’ a self-sustaining lake sturgeon population and

include, as a ntinimtmi rite following:

0 a coirseivation stocking plan ir lake sturgeon ft,r 50 years or until a
sel[susb’n’ng lake sturgeon population is proven to be re-established in
the following 1res:
a. in the Nelson River from Kelsey Generation Station to Fettle

Generation Station; and, -

b. in the fluretwood River below First Rapids.
ii) a pan to rsuine the consavazieti stocking pia’-i at any time fthe lake

sturgeon population declines as a result oi’tlie Development until the
Development is dt mmissioned, or as othenvise approved by the
Directot

iii) a plan to in.irpnrate. at a minimum the ftillowing in the adaptive
management of lake sturgeon;
a. the rults of lake sturgeon monitoring developed punuant to

Cbuse IS; and
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viii) Resuvoir Clesring Plan-
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Envir«nmental Monitorin Plans 

18. The Licencee shall submit, for the approval of the Director, a report on monitoring 
programs to be undertaken in connection with the plans approved pursuant to 
Clauses 16 and 17. The report shall be submitted no later than June 30, 2015. 
Specifically, the report shall: 
a) 	incorporate both western science and Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge; 
b) 	compare and describe the pre-development baseline conditions to projected or 

predicted conditions and the actual conditions dining the different phases of the 
Development; 

c) 	define the parameters to be measured and the methods to be used to evaluate 
the environment effects of the Development; 

d) 	describe how the performance and effectiveness of the recommended 
mitigation measures will be evaluated during implementation; 

e) 	include a plan for ensuring monitoring and follow-up are implemented 
correctly; 

f) 	provide a plan to describe how adverse effects will be adaptively managed; 
g) 	assess effects of the Development on the local and regional bald eagle 

population and include, as a minimum, the following component: 
i) 	a comprehensive bald eagle nest monitoring program to assess the 

location, number and reproductive success of bald eagle nests within the 
study area prior to construction and annually for a minimum of five years 
after operation begins; 

h) 	include a plan to assess effects of the Development on the local and regional 
gull and tern populations and include, as a minimum, the following 
components: 
i) 	a baseline survey to determine the current number and location of gull 

and tern colonies and their nesting success in the affected area; 
ii) a monitoring program to assess the establishment of new colonies or the 

expansion of existing colonies within the affected area; and 
iii) an evaluation of the feasibility of creating replacement gull and 

tern nesting habitat, by modifying existing islands or creating new 
islands, as soon as possible after construction begins; 

i) 	include a plan to monitor the lake sturgeon population and the associated 
conservation stocking program, developed pursuant to Clause 17, until the 
project is decommissioned, or as otherwise approved by the Director and 
include, as a minimum: 
i) 	a plan to uniquely identify and track, using PIT tags or other best 

technology, individual lake sturgeon and to distinguish natural from 
stocked individuals to help evaluate the Suess of the lake sturgeon 
stocking Program, approved pursuant to Clause 17; 

j) 	include a plan to assess construction effects of the Development on the habitat 
and relative abundance and distribution of the olive-sided flycatcher and rusty 
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Environmental Monitoring Plans
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include, as a minimum:
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blackbird populations; 
k) 	include a plan for a three year aerial reconnaissance survey to identify and 

delineate the current range of summer resident caribou in con -imitation with 
Conservation and Water Stewardship, Wildlife Branch; 

	

1) 	include a public info-mullion program to encourage residents to report the 
sightings of caribou and moose, including caribou road kills along project 
access roads and PR 280 during construction of the Development within the 
study area; 

m) 	include a plan for mercury monitoring in fish within the Keeyask reservoir, 
Stephens Lake, and Long Spruce and Limestone forebays, and other 
waterbodies as may be required, until mercury concentrations return to 
background or until it can be determined that there is no further effect from the 
Development, unless otherwise approved by the Director and in consultation 
with Conservation and Water Stewardship, Fisheries Branch. This may or may 
not also include sediment and water quality monitoring 

	

n) 	include a mercury and human health risk management plan to identify, as sess, 
respond to, communicate and monitor risks to Inman health from increased 
methylmercury in the environment as a result of the Development; 

	

o) 	include a plan to conduct baseline mercury concentration monitoring in fish in 
Gull Lake and Stephens Lake for a minimum of two years, prior to reservoir 
impoundment; 

	

p) 	include a plan to monitor road-based traffic incidents associated with the 
increase in traffic to and from the Development during constniction, 
considering, at a minimum, the following: 
1) 	traffic data collected by Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation on 

traffic-related incidents on PR 280; 
ii) use of personal vehicles to commute to and from the Development; and 
iii) actual traffic volumes with predicted traffic volumes; 

q) 	include timely provision of monitoring information to the Split Lake, Fox Lake 
and York Factory Resource Management Boards and to Conservation and 
Water Stewardship, as requested, with respect to the management and 
administration of offsetting programs that involve resource management, 
resource harvesting and resource use activities within the respective resource 
management areas and submit an annual report to the respective resource 
management board and include, at a minimum, the annual outcomes of project 
monitoring for offsetting programs, including effects on resource use; 

r) 	include a plan to monitor, identify and adaptively manage fish passage 
requirements during operation of the Development in consultation with 
Conservation and Water Stewardship, Fisheries Branch and the federal 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans; • 

s) 	include a plan to monitor and adaptively manage impacts to the Development 
associated with zebra mussels and participate With the Government of 
Manitoba on treatment programs within the Keeyask reservoir; and 

t) 	include, as a minimum, the following components: 
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i) Physical Environment Monitoring Plan., 
ii) Aquatic Effects Monitoring Plan; 
iii) Terrestrial Effects Monitoring Plan; 
iv) Socio-Economic Monitoring Plan; 
v) Resource Use Monitoring Plan; and 
vi) Zebra Mussel Monitoring Plan. 

19. The Licencee shall implement the plans approved pursuant to Clauses 16, 17 and 18 
of this Licence. 

Annual Reuorting 

20. The Licencee shall report annually, before June 15th  of each calendar year, to the 
Director on the results of monitoring plans, as approved pursuant to Clause 28 of this 
Licence and shall include sufficient detail that assessments can be made as to the 
accuracy of predictions, success of mitigation actions and commitment to future 
actions. These reports will provide assessments of any trends detected over the 
entire reporting period. 

Lake Sturgeon Advisory Committee 

21. The Licencee shall establish a committee consisting of Manitoba Hydro (on behalf of 
the Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership), the federal Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans, and Conservation and Water Stewardship, Fisheries Branch to review 
the results of the annual conservation lake sturgeon stocking monitoring program 
submitted pursuant to Clause 20. The committee, at a minimum, shall: 
a) meet once annually before April 30tb.  of each calendar year, until the project is 

decommissioned, or as otherwise approved by the Director; 
b) provide copies of meeting minutes and recommendations on adaptive 

management of lake sturgeon stocking to the Director. 

Dangerous Goods Storage and Banditti ,  

22. The Licencee shall comply with all the applicable requirements of: 
a) Manitoba Regulation 188/2001, or any future amendment thereof; respecting 

Storage and Handling of Petrokum Products and Allied Products. 
b) The Dangerous Goods Handling and Transportation Act, and regulations 

issued thereunder, respecting the handling, transmit storage and disposal of 
any dangerous goods brought onto or generated at the Development; and 

c) the Office of the Fire Commissioner — Province of Manitoba. 

23, The Licencee shall establish any fuel storage areas required for the construction and 
operation of the Development a minimum distance of 1DO metres from any 
waterbody. 
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i) Thvoeal Environmcnl Monitoring Piari
ii) Aquatic Effects Monitoring Plan:
iii Tay,zral Effeas Moiitoriug Plan;

iv) Soc’o-Economic Monitoring Plan;
vi Rurce Use Momloring Plan; ar4
vi) Zd’r-a \{usse Mccitocing P!an.

9, The Licence shall implement the plans approved pursuant to Clauses 16, 17 md 18
ofthis Licence.

Arninal Reporlini

20. The Licencec shall repoft annually, before June 15th of each calendar yeel, to the
Director on the results ofmonitoring plans, as appmved pursuant In Clause 18 ofthis
Licence and shall include sufficient dethil hat assessments can be made as to the
accuracy or pitlictrnns, success of mitigation retious and co,uniftnent to iture

ons. ic ,t1crs will pimide sssasma of y trends dejected over the
mm rorrng period.

Lake Sturteon Ad,i,orv Committee

21- The Licencee shaX tahish a mruitec coitsisting ofMar.itoba FIvdro (on beha!fof
the Ke,vasL Hydropower limited esinershipi. the federal Depanment of Fiiaics
and Oceans, and Conservation and Waler Stewardship, Fishebe, Branch to review
the results of the annual conservolitrn lake surgeon stocking monitohug progmm
submitted pursuant to Clause 20. The committee, at a minimmn. sball:
a) meet once annually heThre April 30th of each calendar year. until the project is

decommissioned, or as otherwise approved by the Director;
b) provide copies of meeting minutes and recommendations on adaptive

management oflake sturgeon stocking to the Director.

Dantrou Goods Storage anti HandlI.a

22. The licence, slul conjijy v.% all the uppli2thle nquiremnls of:
a) Maniroba Regulaüon 1S&2001. or ey ttse amaidw.ent thnif, ‘peciing

Storgge and Handiing ofPefrolni. Prothwt, id4llkd Pn.durtt
b) flie Dangercia Goodc Handling and Tranrpor:aHon Ac’. and regulations

i,s-aed thar.md, rpeeting the handling, rrarspett. stoigc and dsposai of
any dangeious goods brought onto or gaati at the Development; mid

C) the Office ofthe Fire Conunission& — Provrtce of Manitoba.

23. The Licencec shall establish any fuel slonge areas required for the construction and
operation of the Development a minimum distance of 00 metres from any
wateitody.
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24. The Licencee shall, during construction and maintenance of the Development, 
operate, maintain, and store all materials and equipment in a manner that prevents 
any deleterious substances including fuel, oil, grease, hydraulic fluid, coolant, and 
other similar substances from entering any waterbody. An emergency spill kit for in-
water use shall be readily available on site during construction. 

Spill Response 

25. The Licencee shall, in the case of physical or mechanical equipment breakdown or 
process upset where such breakdown. or process upset results or may result in the 
release of a pollutant in an amount or concentration, or at a level or rate of release, 
that capsins or may cause a significant adverse effect, immediately report the event by 
calling 204-944-4888 (toll-free 1-855-944-4888). The report shall indicate the nature 
of the event, the time and estimated duration of the event and the reason for the 
event. 

26. The Licence shall, following the reporting of an event pursuant to Clause 25, 
a) identify the repairs required to the mechanical equipment; 
b) undertake all repairs to minimize unauthorized discharges of a pc Iluant; 
c) complete the repairs in accordance with any written instructions  of the 

Director; and 
d) submit a report to the Director about the causes of breakdown and measures 

taken, within one week of the repairs being done. 

27_ The Licencee shall, in a manner approved by the Environment Officer, remove and 
dispose of all spilled dangerous goods. 

28. The Licencee shall, following construction of the Development, verify that terrestrial 
conomination of the environment has not occurred in work areas of the 
Development. Any areas of contamination shall be remediated to the satisfaction of 
the Environment Officer. 

Heritage Resources 

29. The Licensee shall, during construction and operation of the Development, apply 
measures to protect heritage resources, as directed by the Historic Resources Branch 
of Manitoba Toliti5111, Culture, Heritage, Sport, and Consumer Protection. 

Onsite Waste% ate r Disposal 

30. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, dispose of all 
wastewater from on-site sanitary facilities in accordance with Manitoba Regulation 
83/200t, or any future amendment thereof; respecting nsite Wastewater 
Management Systems. 

Knyask Hsdmxarz Limited Pami&ship - Keevk Gana:ioo Project
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24. The Ucawco sJaJ:. thrirm conshton and mair,tnance of the Dct]owiaM
opaale, maint,ir, and slum all malerals and ,ipiuenl in a manner thai pie-ails
any deleterious substances including the!, oil, grease. himulic Quid, coolant, and
othn ‘imilar substances from entering any waiebody. An emergency spill kit for in
‘vata use shall be readily available on site during construction.

Snill Rnuq.e

25, Die Licencee shall, in the case of physical or mechanical equipment breakdown or
process upset where such breakdown, or process upset results or may result in the
release of a pollutant in an amount or concentration, or at a level or rate of release,
that causes or may cause a significant adverse effect, isaniediately report the event by
calling 204-9444888 (toll-free 1-855-944-4888). The report shall indicate the nature
of the event the time and estimated duration of the event and the reason for the
event

26, The Licencee shall, folloing the reporting ofan evcnt pws’unt to Clause 25,
a) ,de,,tify the repairs required to the mechanical equipment:
b) midlake all repairs to minimize unauthorized dsDharges of a pollutant;
C) compiele the repairs in accordance with any itIe,, hislructions of the

Director; and
d submil a report 10 the Director about th causes üfbmakdowm and measures

trjjcen, within one week ofthe repairs being dont

7 The Licie shalt in, rna sporoved b the Envwrancnt Offica. rvnove nail
dispose of all spilled daagno’. S’’

28. The Lcence shall, followina ccrnutcsioa of the Dcvtl3pmct, verify that tesrcsthal
contaninati,n of the envircqneut has rot occ.uycd in woik nas of the
Developmen. Any aims of contamination thaa be rtadiated to the satisi’ction of
he Environment Officer.

Hnit.te Ra,oores

29. The Licence. shall. dur±g uuctkm and opaalion of the n-elopment, afply
measu to pnqect heritage rec, dinaed Sy the His!orc Resou,s Bramth
of Manitoba Towism, Qjlur-. Hifitage, Spoti. bfld Corisum Protectios.

Unite Wastewflcr Ohpo,al

in. The licencee shall during construction of the Development, dispose of all
wasnvaer floin on-site sanitary facilities in accordance with Manuoba Reg,dation
Si’2061, or any future amendment thercoç respecting Ondte Waste,vater
Marnsgement Systems
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eLsjir,ide Application 

31, The Licencee shall not use herbicides in association with the construction of 
transmission components of the Development and shall eliminate the use of 
herbicides during operation of the Development unless there arc no other feasible 
means available. If herbicides are used, the Licencee shall &there to the Manitoba 
Regulation 4712004, or any future amendment thereof respecting Pesticides. 

Sinnage 

32. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, post appropriate warning 
siguage to advise traffic of construction activity, the presence of structures, water 
conditions and potential for collision with caribou and moose on access roads, Signs 
shall be in English and the local Aboriginal language in accordance with the plan 
submitted pursuant to Clause 11 of this Licence, 

Waste Disposal 

33. The Licencee shall dispose of non-reusable construction debris and solid waste from 
the construction and maintenance of the Development at a waste disposal ground 
operating under the authority of a permit issued under Manitoba Regulation 150/91, 
or any future amendment thereof, respecting Waste Disposal Grounds, or a licence 
issued pursuant to The Environment Act. 

Water Crosines 

34. The Licencee shall, during construction and maintenance of the Development, adhere 
to the general recommendations on design, construction, and maintenance of stream 
crossings as specified in the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources guidelines 
titled Manitoba Stream Crossing Guidelines for the Protection of Fish and This 
fiabita4 Map 1996, and the current versions of applicable federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans Operational Statements. 

Riparian Areas 

35. The Licensee shall, during construction and maintenance of the Development within 
riparian areas associated with fish-bearing and potentially fish-bearing waterbody 
crossing: 
a) clear trees that must be removed using only low impact methods including, 

where possible, hand clearing; 
b) prohibit the application of herbicides during construction clearing; 
c) stabilize and re-vegetate disturbed soils with biodegradable erosion control 

materials and, where possible, a seed mix native to the area-, 

Keeyask Hydrouower Limited Parthership - KEevask Cctc,ation Pnject
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Pe.ileid. AooIjatlon

3:. fle Uctruec shall rot use bc,icides b asocâaIion ivith ür confli,3io of
transnkssion components ofthe Development arid shall eliminate the use of
herbicides during oporaHon ofthe Development unless there alt no other [asible
means available. lfherbicides are used, the Licencee shall adhere to the Manitoba
Regilladon 47/2004, or any future amendment thertoç respecting Pesticides.

Sinae

32. The Lice,acee shall, during construction of the Development, post appropriate warning
signage to advise traffic of constntction activity, the presence of structures, water
conditions and potential for collision with caribou mud moose on access roads. Sigi’s
shall be in English and the local Aboriginal language in accordance with the plan
submitted pursuant to Clause II ofthis Licen.

Waste Disoncal

3. The Uccee shall dispose ofnon-reusable wnstnrnhon debris and solid waste from
the cousmicijon and maintenance of the Development at a waste disposal ground
Operaling under the authority ofa permit issued under Man obe Regulation 150/91.
Dr any future amendment thereof; respecting Wane Disporcwä Crrndnds, or a licence
isun pujusnI to ThE Environment Act.

Watn Cr,.uIa,

34. The Lircee shall. &ring ccsrnzrion and maintenance ii the Developuerut .dlir
to the goera rmrnendaticas on design, consiructin and maintenance ofs
crossn as 5pccified in the ?.Lnittha DeDaltmeuI of \stural Rontes guiddiaes

lilled .‘Ianitoba Stngm Crosthig Guideline, for the Frotcnion of Fish wad Psk

Rahiti,t May 1996. and the current venions of appIilc federal Dwastulottt of

Fisheries and Oceans Opentionl Sratemenrs.

Rtp.r1a Areas

35. The lices’ceo shah, during tansthwüoa ad ma’nIant of the Devdoprnert within

npanan oeas associated with sh-hcrag and xt&lv fisb-bcaiig wata5odv
at suga:

a) u br that must be nond using only low ünpaet methods WclPJ1flg

where possible, band clearing;
hI prohibit the application ofherhicides during constntction clcañng;
c) stabilize and re-vegetate disturbed soils with biodegradable eroaion control

materials and, where possible, a seed mix native to the arca
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d) where possible, maintain 30 metres from the high water mark of creeks, 
streams and rivers; 

e) minimize in-stream construction time to reduce sedimentation; 
0 	avoid use of organic soil, silt, or clay in temporary winter stream crossings; and 
g) remove all materials used in the construction of ice bridges from the 

watercourse or water body prior to spring thaw. 

Sedimentation and Erosion 

36. The Licencee shall, during construction and maintenance of the Development, take all 
appropriate measures to prevent erosion and the deposition of • sediment into any 
waterbodies except within the impoundment area. Construction adjacent to waterbodies, 
except within the impoundment area, shall not occur during high rainfall events if 
construction activities will result in increased erosion and sediment disposition in the 
adjacent waterbody. 

Instreani Works 

37. The Licencee shall only conduct construction activities in connection with the 
Development in fish bearing waters or potentially fish bearing waters in accordance 
with Environmental Management Plans, pursuant to Clause 17 of this Licence and in 
accordance with applicable federal Fisheries Act Authorizations. The Licencee shall 
notify Conservation and Water Stewardship, Fisheries Branch, if an application is 
made to the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans to work outside  the  
prescribed in-stream work timing windows. 

Water  Intakes 

38. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, maintain water intakes 
for construction water supplies in compliance with the "Freshwater Intake End-of-
Pipe Fish Screen Guideline" published by the federal Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 

Lleitlands  

39. The Licencee shall not, during construction, clear, compact, grade or fill any wetlands or 
native upland habitat, which are not required for the Development, 

40. The licencee shall, prior to March 31, 2015, provide a plan, for approval by the Director, 
to demonstrate how the licencee will manage to offset drained wetlands in accordance 
with requirements set out in the forthcoming no net loss of wetland benefits provisions 
of the drainage regulation that is being reviewed as stated in the Towards Sustainable 
Drainage consultation document. If drainage of the wetland cannot be avoided, the plan 
shall provide quantification of the area of the drained wetland to be Lost due to the 
construction and operation of the development, and a plan as to how that loss will be 
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d) what pasihle, mainuin 30 metres From rita gh water n-k of aeeks,
5tInms and flvas

B) rnxmmjze,n-sneam consiruct on time to reduce sedimntrn,r,n;
I) avoid use oforganic soil, silt, or clay in temporary nler stream crossings; and
g) remove all materials used in the construction of ice bridges firm the

watercourse or water body prior to spring thaw.

Sedineutatloil and Erosion

3& The Lictxee shalL during consttcton and mairnmnct of Ike Deeopmenl, Ike tll
appcopriaie mensm lo prevenr erosion and the deposition of sinent into ally
watethodes except within the impoundment area. Construction adjacent to waterbodies.
except within the impoundment area, shefl rot occa during high rainfall events f
.‘)azflction aai’ities will raajlc in inasal wesion and salimeit disposition ri the
adjacent waT.ethody.

Insirean. Works

37. The Liceucee shall only conduct construction activities in cotm&ction with the
Development in fish bearing waters or potentially fish bearing waters in accordance
with Environniental Mariaganerit Plans, pursuant to Clause 17 nfthis Licence arid in
accadance with rAicahlr fedcalruhgnej AcAu1harizaors. Thelicer)cet thai]
qo•jfr Iavaot and Water Stewardship, Fishaies Brunch, if an applicanc is
made to the fedemi Department of Fishaic, and Oceans to work outside the
inscribc in-strain wo± tim.ngwrndow.

Waler Ititakes

38. The Licencee shall, during construction of the Development, maintain water intakes
for construction water supplies in compliance with the “Freshwater Intake End-of-
Pipe Fish Saeen Guideline published by the federal Department of Fisheries and
o.

14’nl.nds

39. The Licaxe shall not during cnnsmmctien, dear. compact, grade or jill any wclThrds or
native upland habitat, whidi are not requimd (or the DeveIopciit

40. The licencee shall, prior to March 31, 2015, provide a plan. oi approval by the Director,
to demonstrate how the lircncee will manage to ofThet dn,ined wetlands in occoulance
with requirements set out in the thrIhconthi no net ioss of wetland benefits provisions
of the drainage regulation that is being reviewed as stated in the Towards Sitstain,le
Drainage consultation document If drainage or the wetland cannot be avoided, the plan
shall provide quantification of the area or the drained wetland to he lost due to the
tstniction aM opcrEtion oF th dr?eiopmtnt, anii a p’am as a how that loss will be
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offset by at least a three to one ratio of area of restored wetlands to the area of those lost 
through drainage. 

Live Salvage  Fish 

41. The Licencee shall salvage live fish in dewatered areas. A Live Handling Permit is 
required fioni Conservation and Water Stewardship for ash salvage operations. 

Habitat Frajmentation 

42. The Licencee shall limit fragmentation of habitat and disturbance of summer resident 
caribou, where possible, by decommissioning roads and trails required for 
construction. 

43. The Licencee shall only conduct clearing associated with the Development in 
accordance with the Environmental Protection Plans, pursuant to Clause 16 of this 
Licence. 

Migratory_Birds 

44. The Licencee shall not, unless otherwise approved by Environment Canada under the 
federal Migratory Birds Convention Act, disturb migratory bird nests during 
construction and maintenance of the Development. 

Endan eyedor fatened Secies 

45. The Licences shall not remove, destroy or disturb species pursuant to Manitoba 
Regulation 25/98, or any future amendment thereof, respecting Threatened, 
Endangered and Extirpated Species, and species listed as endangered or threatened in 
the federal Species at kb* Act, 

Foreign Suedn 

46, The Licensee shall, during construction and maintenance of the Development, take 
measures to prevent the introduction and spread of foreign aquatic and terresttial biota. 

Revegetation 

47. The Licencee shall revegetate soil in areas of the Development exposed by 
construction with a mixture of native or introduced grasses or legumes. Native 
species shall be used to revegetate areas where native species existed prior to 
construction.. Exposed areas shall be revegetated as quickly as possible following 
construction to prevent soil erosion and the establishment of noxious weeds, 

Respectina Operation of the Generation Station 
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offset by as least a thsee to o to ofas of rtored weilands to ‘ho sn of those lost
through drainage.

Live Sal’12t r.,b

41. The Licencee shall sa]vagr live fch in dewaIni areas. A Live Handling Permit is
required from Consen,alion and Water Stewazilship lot sh salvage opaations.

Habitat Fraementation

42. The Licencee shall limit fragmentation of habitat and disturbance of stunner resident
caribou, where possible, by decommissioning roads arid trails required for
cons (nlction

43. The Licaicee thall on]v conduci clring assod±ed i± the Devebprnenc in
accorijarce wirn the Esnisunrjenral Pmtection Pljs, p2rsnt o Clause 6 of mis
hcent.

Miantory Birds

44. The Ucencee shall not unls otherwise approved by Environmenl Canada under the
federa) Migratory Birds Con ‘enrionAct, disftrh migratory bird nesis dining
conslaijclion and maintenance of the Development

Endaneered or Threatened Species

45. The Licencee shall not raunve, destroy or discuth species punuant to Manitoba
Regulation 25/98, or any future ameadmefir hereof; respecting Threatened,
Endangered and Eflfrpated Specie and species listed as endangered or ttweatenoi in
the federal SpedasRbkAcl.

Foninn Specks

46. The liccee shall. during nslna*ion and mafr.renae of the )trlopmaz tale
nea,rs to prevr the introduction sad spread of Cotgri auatic and Icsmtra1 biota

RevrneIM I on

47. The Licencee shall revegc’ate soil in areas of the Developnen exposed by
nstmction with a mixture of native or introduced grasses or legumes, Native
speciee shall be used to rewgetate areas where native species existed prior to
construction. Exposed areas shall be revegetated as piickly as possible following
consnictiori to prevent soil erosian md the estabUstunent ofnoxious weeds.

Ren,erlin! Oterado. of the Generalion Station
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48, The Licence shall, during normal operation of the Development, regulate keeyask 
Generating Station to maintain a maximum reservoir level in the immediate forebay 
of 159 in above sea level and a minirnura operating level of 158 in above sea level. 

49. The Licence shall, during operation of the Development, operate the Keeyask 
Generation Station in accordance with the Water Power Licence issued pursuant to 
the The Water Power Act. 

Education andi:mining_Opportunities 

511 The Licencee shall seek to provide continued education and training opportunities 
for northern residents employed at the Development, which may include workers 
trained through the Hydro Northern Training and Employment Initiative. 

ResueetinE Concrete Batch Plant Operation During Construction 

51. The Licencee shall comply with the "Ivianitoba Heavy Construction Association Best 
Environmental and Safety Management Practice Redi-Mix Concrete Facilities' 
manual, 0 2000, or future versions thereof 

52. The Licencee shall operate the concrete batch plant only at a location approved by 
the Director. 

53. The Licencee shall not emit particulate matter from the concrete batch plant of the 
Development such that: 
a) 	particulate matter: 

i) exceeds 0.23 grams per dry standard cubic metre calculated at 25 degrees 
Celsius and 760 millimetres of mercury, corrected to 12 percent ca of 
dioxide for processes involving combustion, from any point source of the 
concrete batch plant of the Development; 

ii) exhibits a visible plume with an opacity of greater than 5 percent at any 
point beyond the property line of the Development; or 

iii) results in the deposition of visible particulate residue at any time beyond 
the property line of the Development; or 

b) 	opacity of any point source of the concrete batch plant of the Development 
equals or exceeds: 
i) 20 percent as an average of any 24 consecutive opacity observations 

taken within 15 second intervals; 
ii) 20 percent for more than 16 individual opacity observations within any 

one hour period; or 
iii) 40 percent for any individual opacity observation. 

54. The Licencee shall direct all air streams from the concrete batch plant, which contain 
a pollutant(s) of concern to the Director, to a pollution control device which has been 

Kccysk Hydropower Limitei Pannenhip - Kiflsk Gc,,a2Iion Project
licence No. 310?
Pawe l4ofTh

18. The Licence tha9 uhug norn$ opaaliiwi 01 ‘he Dtvtlopnai, reg1lae KyasJ
Geriatir.g S:xioa to maintain a maxirnwn resenuir ev& in tho uumethate fon5ay
of 159 m aboe sea level and a rninimtm opasting ne’ u 15 it aSove sea lovel.

49. TTht licence shall. during opcnhio9 o the Develo,majt vpaIe he Ketyask
Genrior Statiec in nord&te with the Vattr Pow,r Liurm. issued pa.-suant to
the The Wcuer PowerIci.
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SI. The Licencee shall arniply with ftie Manitoba Heavy Cunstuction Association Best
Environmental and Salèty Management Practice ftecli-Mx Concrete Facilities
manual, 2000, or nature vasions heeo

52. The Lictrcee shall operate the concrete batch p[ant only at a location approved by
the Dirtdor

53. The Licencee shall not emit panicttlarc miner from the concrete batch plant of the
Development such that:
a) pmic’ilate matta

i) exceeds 023 warns per drc standard cubic mec calculated at 25 degret,
Celsius and 760 millimetres oP macwy, corrected to 12 percent carbon
dioxide the processes involving combustion. from any point source ofthe
concrete batch planr of the Development;

ii) exhibits a visible pltmie with en opacity of greater than 5 percent at any
point beyond the propaty me ofrlte Development; or

iii) results in the deposition of visible paffictilate residue at any tine beyond
the propeity line ofthe Development; or

b) opacity of any point source of the concrete batch plant of the Developnent
equals or exceeds:
I) 20 peitent as an avenge of any 24 consecutive opacity observations

taken within 15 second intenls;
ii) 21) percent for mole than 16 individual opacity observations within any

one hourperiod; or
iii) 40 percent for any individual opathy observation.

54. The Ucencee shall direct all air streams from the eonate batch plant, which contain
a pollutant(s) ofconcern to the Director, to a pollution rrnol device which has been
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designed for and demonstrated to be capable of reducing, altering, eliminating or 
otherwise treating the pollutant(s). 

55. The Licencee shall submit for the Director's approval, within. 90 days of the issuance 
of this Licence, a standard operating procedural manual and a maintenance schedule 
for each air emission pollution control device based on the manufacturers 
specifications and reconunendations. 

56. The Licencee, upon receiving the Director's approval as required in Clause 55 of this 
Licence, shall not operate any process directing an emission to an air pollution 
control device for the concrete batch plant of the Development unless: 
a) the operating and maintenance measures and status of the device are in full 

compliance with the approved procedures and timetables; 
b) all emissions from the process are directed to the fully operational air pollution 

control device; 
c) all discharges of treated emissions from the air pollution control devices are 

immediately directed to a stack; and 
d) the emissions do not contain concentrations of pollutants which: 

1) 	ale in violation of any other applicable legal instrument including an Act, 
Regulation or by-law; or 

ii) 	otherwise create a significant negative environmental or health impact in 
the affected area. 

57. The Licencee shall maintain a log book of the most recent 24 month period to record 
any downtime of an air pollution control device due to either the breakdown or 
maintenance of that air pollution control device. The log book shall be kept at the 
Development and shall be available upon request for inspection by an Environment 
Officer. The log book shall record, at minimum, the following information: 
a) identification of the air pollution control device and the process(es) it serves; 
b) timeklate of log entry, 
c) nature of event; 
d) duration of event; and 
e) the accumulated downtime of this air pollution control device for the events for 

each calendar year. 

58. The Licencee shall handle, store and dispose of all pollutants collected by the air 
pollution control equipment in a manner suitable to their characterization as type of 
waste or danguitas good. 

59. The Licencee, upon written revest from the Director, shall provide a stack or stacks 
including all necessary sampling facilities for the sampling of air emissions at the 
concrete batch plant of the Development. The stack or stacks shall be provided: 
a) 	at a location(s) and within a time frame satisfactory to the Director; and 
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immediately directed to a stack; and
d) the emissions do not contain coirnel]trations ofpollutants which:

i) are in violation ofany other a,plicable legal instnimcnt including an Act,

Regulation or by-law; Or
ii) otho-wiso aate a sig,ificanI negative envimnmental or healib impact in

the affected ar

57 The Licacec shall maintain a log h’ok of he most recent 24 nonth period to record

any downtime of an air pollution contml de’ice due to either he brea do’.ii or

nointeuane of that air pollution conrol device. The leg book .al be kept at the

Developroeji ani thai] be avilabe upon rnjuesl fct inspection by an Envirunnrn,t

Oth. The log book shall ord, al minimum, the follewig infonnativo:

a) identification ofthe air poLlution contro device and the process(cs) it senes

b) tima’dateollogentry;
C) nature of event;
d) duration alevent; and
e) the accumulated downtime ofthis air pollution control device for the events for

each calendar year.

58. The Licencee shall handile, store and dispose of all pollutants nollccted by the air

pollution contiol equipment in a mariner suitable to their charaotcriration as type of

waste or dangerous good.

59. The Ucicee. t4in written al.ieeI from the Director. stall çwovide a slack c statks

md-ailing all nessr sampliug &cihli for the srcpling of ar anissioas at the

concrete barth piant of the DevelopolefiL The rack or stacks shall be pmvide±

a) at alocniiou4s) sail withinatime frre tisfactnrv to the Director; and
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b) to the specifications and in accordance with the most recent version of 
Conservation and Water Stewardship Guideline, Guideline for Stack Sampling 
Facilities, unless otherwise approved by the Director. 

60. The Licencee, upon a written request from the Director, shall submit a detailed plan 
which is acceptable to and approved by the Director, for the sampling and analysis of 
potential air pollutants from the concrete batch plant of the Development, released as 
stationary point and fugitive emissions, including any compounds determined by the 
Director. The plan shall identify the rationale for the sampling, the ways and means 
by which the sampling program will be implemented including any special measures 
or methods which would be necessitated by influencing factors such as unfavourable 
weather conditions, the need for large or additional sample volumes, the need for 
multiple sampling runs, the methods used for the sampling and the analysis for each 
compound, the detection level to be attained, a comprehensive QA/QC program, and 
other items as may be identified by the Director. 

61. The Licencee shall perform all stack sampling in accordance with the most recent 
version of Conservation and Water Stewardship Report No. 96-07, Interim Stack 
Sampling Performance Protocol, unless otherwise approved by the Director. 

62., The Licencee shall arrange the scheduling of the sampling program submitted 
pursuant to Clause 60 of this Licence such that a representative of Manitoba 
Conservation is available to monitor and audit the implementation of the sampling 
program. 

63, The Licencee shall complete the sampling of emissions according to the approved 
plan submitted pursuant to Clause 60 of this Licence, within a timefi-arne to be 
determined by the Director. 

64. The Licencee shall submit a report, for the approval of the Director, of the completed 
sampling and analysis plan approved pursuant to Clause 60 of this Licence, within 60 
days of the receipt of the analytical results of that sampling plan. The report shall 
contain at minimum: 
a) the raw data collected; 
b) a discussion of the sampling and analytical portions of the program including 

any anomalies of sampling and analysis; and 
c) a discussion of the significance of the data gathered with specific attention to: 

i) the significance for potential acute and chronic impacts to health or 
environment from exposure to concentrations of the compounds detected; 

ii) the need for risk assessment of the impact of emissions; 
iii 	the need for the establishment of ambient air monitoring stations; 
iv) the need for dispersion modeling of emissions; 
v) results and conclusions of the QMQC program; and 
vi) other issues as may be determined by the Director. 

Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership - Feeyask Generation Project
Licence No. 3107
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b) to the spccificaiions and in accordance with the most recent vesion of
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Facilities ualas othen-ise axoved bvtte Diec:t’r

bO. The Licencee. upon a itten request from the Direilor, shall submit a Jelailed plan
which is acceptable to and approved by the Director, liv the sampling and analysis of
potential air pollutants from the concrete batch plant of the Development. released as
stationary point and Thgitive emissioos, including any compounds detennined by the
Director, The plan slwfl identi& the rationale for the sampling the ways and means
hy which the sampling program will be implemental iriciLiding any special measures
or methods which would be neceitated by influencing factors such as untàvourable
weather anhibuas, the need ivr large or a5ditiorai sampte vomles. thc need fi
rrukiole samping rims, the methods med r the samp:iiig and dte nmiy,is for eaci
mpcwtd, the dcltthoa level to be attained, a compremsive QAJQC ptozt, ni

other itens as may be identified by the Director.

6L The Lcezcee shafl pafonu nfl sack samp[ig i accocdare with the nwst yteeni
version of Consavation and \Vnter Stewardship Rapel No. 964)7, Inicrin, Slack
Sanqiling Perforownee Protocol, un]e.n otherwise approved by the Director

62, The Hcencee shall arrange the scheduling of the sampling prognm submitted
pursuant to Clause 60 of this Licence such that a representative of tanitoba
Conservation is availthle to monitor and audit the implemvntation of the sampling
program.

63 The Ucancec stall oamp4ae the samping of emissis accordiniz to the approved
plan suh,iitted pursuant to Clause 60 of this Lica,ce. within a dmefine to be
daen,iinad by the Director.

64 The Ucee tall sulnic araoct for the atpval githe Direm,or. othe ompetai
sampling and analysis plan approved pursuant to Clause SO ofthis Licence, within 60
days of the receipt of the analytical results of that sampling plan. The repoti shall
contain at mmJnlum:
a) the raw data collected;
b) a discussion of the sampling and analytical portions of the program including

ally anomalies of sampling and am’slysis; and
C) a discussion ot’the significance ofthe data gathered with specific attention to:

1 the sig.iflcance for potential srte and chronic impala lo health or
1ronmer,! from eposut La conaitatior of the ,rnpaurids r!eiecitd

ii) the n& for risk aneset of the h’ipact of emissions;
iii) the need thr the tabIishment ofambimt air mnnitixing stations;
iv) the need for di,enion modeling ofanissioes;
v) results and zinswas of the QAfQC prugnzn: and
Vi) other issues as may be delnmined by the Dieclor.
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65, The Licencee, upon the written request of and in a timeframe stipulated by the 
Director, shall comply with any air emission or ambient air quality criteria specified 
by the Director for any pollutant of concern. 

66. The Licencee shall not release wash water from settling ponds associated with the 
concrete batch plant of the Development that does not comply with Manitoba Water 

Qualio.,  Standards, Objectives. and Guidelines (dated November 28, 2011 or future 

versions thereof.) 

Environmental Audit 

67. The Licencee shall, upon completion of construction of the Development, undertake 
a third-party environmental audit to assess whether commitments made in the EIS 
and supporting information were met and to assess the accuracy of the assumptions 
and predictions in these documents The audit shall be repeated after ten years. 
Reports on the audits shall be submitted to the Director. 

Webslie 

68. The Licencee shall, for the life of the Development, develop and maintain an easily 
accessible and frequently updated website to contain all relevant and appropriate 
information related to monitoring and assessing environmental impacts, mitigation 
and management of the Development, The -website shall also include the annual 
reports on the results of monitoring plans, pursuant to Clause 2.0 and the reports on 
third-party envirormiental audits conducted pursuant to Clause 67 of this Licence. 

Regional Cumulative Effects Assessment 

69. The Director, in addition to any of the specifications, limits, terms and conditions 
specified in this Licence, may require additional mitigation, monitoring or corrective 
action pending the results of the Regional Cumulative Effects Assessment if those 
results are relevant to the Development. 

Watershed Protection • 

70. Manitoba Hydro shall participate in potimatial future watershed studies as may be 
determined by the Director, in cooperation with the Manitoba Government. 

Offsetting Proarams 

7L The Licencee shall submit for the approval of the Director a compensation plan for 
outfitters impacted by offsetting programs. The compensation plan shall, at a 
minimum, include: 
a) 	a plan to minimize or avoid impacts of the offsetting programs on outfitters, 

where feasible; and 

Keeyssk Hydropower Limited Paflncrship Kecyask Genention P,oject
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b) 	a plan to provide compensation to outfitters for losses attributable to the 
offsetting programs and provide an option for disposition ofpayments. 

72, The Licencee shall implement the compensation plan as approved by the Director, 
pursuant to Clause 71. 

Decommissioning or Alteration 

73. The Licencee shall rehabilitate decommissioned stream crossings to pre-existing 
conditions. 

74. The Licencee shall, prior to decommissioning of the Development, submit for 
approval of the Director, a decommissioning plan for the Development 

75, The Licencee shall implement the decommissioning plan as approved pursuant to 
elfitne  74 of this Licence, 

76_ The Licencee shall obtain approval from the Director for any proposed alteration to 
the Development before proceeding with the alteration. 

REVIEW AND REVOCATION 

77. If, in the opinion of the Minister, the Licencee has exceeded or is exceeding or has or is 
failing to meet the specifications, limits, terms, or conditions set out in this Licence, the 
Minister may, temporarily or penuanently, revoke this Licence. 

78. If the Licencee has not commenced construction of the Development within five years of 
the date of this Licence, this Licence is revoked. 

79. If, in the opinion of the Minister, new evidence warrants a change in the specifications, 
limits, terms or conditions of this Licence, the Minister may require the filing of a new 
proposal pursuant to Section 12 of The Environment Act. 

Qriginal  Sited  By  
Minister 

File: 5550.00 
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FACT SHEET — Building a 21st Century Infrastructure: 
Modernizing Infrastructure Permitting 

Building a 21' century infrastructure is a critical component of President Obama's effort to accelerate economic 

growth, expand opportunity, and improve the competitiveness of the American economy. 

With the Highway Trust Fund projected to run out of money before this fall, President Obama has laid out his vision 

for a long-term infrastructure bill that would provide certainty for our state and local partners, support millions of 

jobs, and position our economy for lasting growth. The President is calling on Congress to pass a robust multi-year 

transportation bill before funding runs out and puts hundreds of thousands of jobs at risk. 

The President has also been clear that he is committed to making 2014 a year of action and that while he wants to 

work with Congress wherever they are willing, he will not hesitate to use his power as President to act on his own to 

promote American economic growth and opportunity. 

That is why, as part of its commitment to ensuring America has a first-class transportation infrastructure, the 

Administration is taking action to modernize the federal infrastructure permitting process, cutting through red tape 

and getting more timely decisions, while protecting our communities and the environment. For projects that are 

approved, this means states, local and tribal governments, and private developers will be able to start construction 

sooner, create jobs earlier, and fix our nation's infrastructure faster. 

Over the past 3 years, federal agencies have worked to expedite the review and permitting of over 50 major 

infrastructure projects, including bridges, transit, railways, waterways, roads, and renewable energy projects, and 

over 30 of those projects have completed the permitting process. For example, federal agencies completed the 

permitting and review for the Tappan Zee Bridge in 1.5 years for a process that normally takes 3-5 years. 

Today, the Administration is releasing a comprehensive plan to accelerate and expand permitting reform 

government-wide. The Administration's plan adopts the best practices learned from the initial focus projects and 

calls on federal agencies to apply those practices going forward. By turning best practice into common practice, we 

can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the federal permitting and review of all major infrastructure projects. 

These reforms include: 

• Improving Interagency Coordination to Increase Decision Making Speed. Major infrastructure projects often 

require multiple permits and reviews from federal agencies and bureaus responsible for ensuring projects are 

built safely. To improve interagency coordination, the Administration will institutionalize best practices, 

including: 

• Requiring early coordination with the identification of a lead agency for each project. 

• Requiring a single coordinated project plan across all federal agencies. 

• Strengthening dispute resolution mechanisms to quickly resolve conflicts and make sure that interagency 

disputes do not hold back valid projects or quick decision making. 

• Synchronizing Reviews Federal agencies will also be moving from separate, consecutive reviews to 

synchronized, simultaneous reviews. For example, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Army Corps of Engineers, and 

the Department of Transportation have launched a new partnership to synchronize their reviews for 

transportation projects. By developing one environmental analysis that satisfies all three agencies, project 

timelines can be significantly reduced. 

Driving Accountability and Transparency through the Online Permitting Dashboard. The Administration's 

Federal Infrastructure Projects Permitting Dashboard supports coordination and synchronization of projects 

among federal agencies, and can also help create a more predictable process for project applicants. The 

Administration is expanding the Dashboard to include additional projects, as well as new capabilities to track 

project schedules and metrics, increasing overall accountability and transparency. As a first step, today we 

are adding 11 more Dashboard projects. Each project will have a lead agency, a coordinated project plan 

across all federal agencies, and public tracking of progress to ensure milestones are met. The 

Administration's goal is for all major infrastructure projects to be included on the Dashboard to institutionalize 

and broaden the reach of this tool. 

• Launching an Interagency Permitting Center to Institutionalize Reform. The Administration is standing up an 

interagency infrastructure permitting improvement center dedicated to implementing these reforms across 

agencies, as well as looking for new ways to modernize infrastructure permitting and reviews. The 

President's 2015 Budget includes funding for the center and the expansion of the Permitting Dashboard. 

This effort to modernize infrastructure permitting is part of the Administration's broader commitment to increase 

investment in U.S. infrastructure, as well as the President's Management Agenda, which is dedicated to driving 
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FACTSHEET - Building a arst Century Infrastructure:
Modernizing Infrastructure Permitting

Building a 21" century infrastructure is a critical component of President Obarna's effort to accelerate economic
growth, expand opportunity, and improve the competitiveness of the American economy.

With the Highway Trust Fund projected to run out of money before this fall, President Obama has laid out his vision
for a long-term infrastructure bill that would provide certainty for our state and local partners, support millions of
jobs, and position our economy for lasting growth. The President is calling on Congress to pass a robust multi-year
transportation bill before funding runs out and puts hundreds of thousands of jobs at risk.

The President has also been clear that he is committed to making 2014 a year of action and that while he wants to
work with Congress wherever they are willing, he will not hesitate to use his power as President to act on his own to
promote American economic growth and opportunity.

That is why, as part of its commitment to ensuring America has a first-class transportation infrastructure, the
Administration is taking action to modernize the federal infrastructure permitting process, cutting through red tape
and getting more timely decisions, while protecting our communities and the environment. For projects that are
approved, this means states, local and tribal governments, and private developers will be able to start construction
sooner, create jobs earlier, and fix our nation's infrastructure faster.

Over the past 3 years, federal agencies have worked to expedite the review and permitting of over 50 major
infrastructure projects, including bridges, transit, railways, waterways, roads, and renewable energy projects, and
over 30 of those projects have completed the permitting process. For example, federal agencies completed the
permitting and review for the Tappan Zee Bridge in 1.5 years for a process that normally takes 3-5 years.

Today, the Administration is releasing a comprehensive plan to accelerate and expand permitting reform
government-wide. The Administration's plan adopts the best practices leamed from the initial focus projects and
calls on federal agencies to apply those practices going forward. By tuming best practice into common practice, we
can improve the efflciency and effectiveness of the federal permitting and review of all major infrastructure projects.
These reforms include:

Improving Interagency Coordination to Increase Deasion Making Speed. Major infrastructure projects often
require multiple permits and reviews from federal agencies and bureaus responsible for ensuring projects are
built safely. To improve interagency coordination, the Administration will institutionalize best practices,
including:

Requiring early coordination with the identification of a lead agency for each project.

Requiring a single coordinated project plan across all federal agencies.

Strengthening dispute resolution mechanisms to quickly resolve conflicts and make sure that interagency
disputes do not hold back valid projects or quick decision making.

Synchronizing Reviews Federal agencies will also be moving from separate, consecutive reviews to
synchronized, simultaneous reviews. For example, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Army Corps of Engineers, and
the Department of Transportation have launched a new partnership to synchronize their reviews for
transportation projects. By developing one environmental analysis that satisfies all three agencies, project
timelines can be significantly reduced.

Driving Accountability and Transparency through the Online Permitting Dashboard. The Administration's
Federal Infrastructure Projects Permitting Dashboard supports coordination and synchronization of projects
among federal aqencies, and can also help create a more predictable process for project applicants. The
Administration is expanding the Dashboard to include additional projects, as well as new capabilities to track
project schedules and rnetrics, increasing overall accountability and transparency. As a first step, today we
are adding 11 more Dashboard projects. Each project will have a lead agency, a coordinated project plan
across all federal agencies, and public tracking of progress to ensure milestones are met. The
Administration's goal is for all major infrastructure projects to be included on the Dashboard to institutionalize
and broaden the reach of this tool.

Launching an Interagency Permitting Center to Institutionalize Reform. The Administration is standing up an
interagency infrastructure permitting improvement center dedicated to implementing these reforms across
aqencies, as well as looking for new ways to modernize infrastructure permitting and reviews. The
President's 2015 Budget includes funding for the center and the expansion of the Permitting Dashboard.

This effort to modernize infrastructure permitting is part of the Administration's broader commitment to increase
investment in U.S. infrastructure, as well as the President's Management Agenda, which is dedicated to driving
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efficiency within government, spurring economic growth, and unlocking the full potential of the federal workforce. 

The Administration has also recently released the GROW AMERICA Act, a four-year, $302 billion transportation 

plan to modernize our nation's roads, bridges, and public transportation, spur economic growth, and allow states 

and localities to make sound multi-year investments. The GROW AMERICA Act includes reforms to further 

accelerate the approval and delivery of projects. Together these efforts will help create the transportation 

infrastructure we need for the 21v  century. 

Background: 

Modemizinq Infrastructure Permitting 

As major infrastructure projects are proposed, federal, state, local, and tribal entities work to consider and minimize 

potential impacts on safety and security, and environmental and community resources such as air, water, land, and 

historical and cultural resources. For the majority of projects, these environmental review and permitting 

requirements are accomplished effectively and efficiently. However, for particularly large and complex infrastructure 

projects, multiple permits and approvals can lead inefficiencies and delay. 

To begin addressing this challenge, the President issued a Presidential Memorandum on August 31, 2011 and an 

Executive Order on March 22, 2012 to add more transparency, accountability, and certainty into the permitting and 

review processes for major infrastructure projects. Since then, federal agencies have worked to expedite the review 

and permitting of over 50 major projects, including bridges, transit, railways, waterways, roads, and renewable 

energy projects; over 30 of those projects have now completed the permitting process. Progress on these projects 

is tracked pubtically through the Administration's online Federal Infrastructure Projects Permitting Dashboard. 

Building off this work on specific projects, agencies have identified a set of best practices for efficient review and 

permitting, ranging from expanding information technology (IT) tools to synchronizing reviews for improving 

collaboration. On May 17, 2013, the President issued a Presidential Memorandum charging an interagency 

Steering Committee with developing a plan to put these best practices to work in a systematic and permanent way 

across the government. The Steering Committee is comprised of 12 agencies including the Advisory Council on 

Historic Preservation (ACHP), Department of Agriculture (USDA), Department of the Army (USACE), Department of 

Commerce represented by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Department of Defense 

(DOD), Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Homeland Security represented by the U.S Coast Guard 

(Coast Guard), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Department of the Interior (DOI), 

Department of Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. 

Udall Foundation (Udall) as well as the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Council on Environmental 

Quality (CEQ). 

An Implementation Plan to Guide Further Reforms 

Today, the Administration's Steering Committee on permitting issued an Implementation Plan, which identifies four 

over-arching strategies, 15 specific reforms, and nearly 100 near-term and long-term milestones to institutionalize 

and drive these reforms across Federal agencies. The full plan will be available HERE following the President's 

remarks. 

The strategies are: 

• Strategy 1: Institutionalize Interagency Coordination and Transparency by formalizing interagency 

coordination, including: early identification of a lead agency; synchronizing separate federal review and 

permitting processes and decisions; standardizing the use of the Permitting Dashboard; and identifying best 

practices for early engagement with state, local, and tribal governments. 

Implementation of key reforms is underway. For example, for the proposed Great Northern Transmission 

Line (GNTL), the Department of Energy initiated monthly meetings with other Federal agencies, Minnesota 

Power, and non-federal agencies to ensure early coordination, and Minnesota Power has held several public 

meetings. Through these early coordination meetings, the company was able to narrow down potential 

corridors to two routes in their application which address agency concerns and will facilitate a more efficient 

review process. Similarly, the Lynwood Link Extension project north of Seattle, WA and Federal Way 

Extension Light Rail Transit in South King County, WA have been working closely with state, local, and tribal 

governments and all involved federal agencies on the projects' permitting and reviews to identify issues early 

in the process and avoid unnecessary delay. These three projects, as well as eight others, were added to 

the Permitting Dashboard today. 

• Strategy 2: Improve Project Planning, Siting, and Application Quality by developing tools to assist 

project applicants in planning for a major infrastructure project and support effective and timely decision-

making by agency staff once the federal process begins. For example, agencies are expanding access to 

data and map-based IT tools so that applicants have information about potential sensitive areas, such as the 

location of an endangered species- in advance of selecting a site. 

• Strategy 3: Improve Permitting Reviews and Mitigation by supporting agency staff in effectively 

implementing existing regulations, policies, and guidance, as well as identifying barriers. This strategy also 

includes policies to facilitate advance planning for the mitigation of project impacts and landscape- or 

watershed-level approaches to mitigation, where appropriate, as well as changes to cost-recovery authority 

for specific agencies as proposed in the President's FY 2015 Budget. 
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The Administration has also recenlly released the GROW AMERICA Act, a four-year, $302 billion transportation

plan to modernize our nation's roads, bridges, and public transportation, spur economic growth, and allow states

and localities to make sound multi-year investments. The GROW AMERICA Act includes reforms to further
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collaboration. On May 17, 2013, the President issued a Presidential Memorandum charging an interagency

Steering Committee with developing a plan to put these best practices to work in a systematic and permanent way

across the government. The Steering Committee is ccmprised of 12 agencies including the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation (ACHP), Department of Agriculture (USDA), Department of the Army (USACE), Department of

Commerce represented by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Department of Defense

(DOD), Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Homeland Security represented by the U.S Coast Guard

(Coast Guard), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Department of the Interior (DOl),

Department of Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Morris K. Udall and Stewart L.

Udall Foundation (Udall) as well as the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ).

An Implementation Plan to Guide Further Reforms

Today, the Administration's Steering Committee on permitting issued an Implementation Plan, which identifies four

over-arching strategies, 15 specific reforms, and nearly 100 near-term and long-term milestones to institutionalize

and drive these reforms across Federal agencies. The full plan will be available HERE following the President's

remarks.

The strategies are:

Strategy 1: Institutionalize Interagency Coordination and Transparency by formalizing interagency

ccordination, including: early identification of a lead agency; synchronizing separate federal review and

permitting processes and decisions; standardizing the use of the Permitting Dashboard; and identifying best

practices for early engagement with state, local, and tribal governments.

Implementation of key reforms is underway. For example, for the proposed Great Northern Transmission

Line (GNTL), the Department of Energy initiated monthly meetings with other Federal agencies, Minnesota

Power, and non-federal agencies to ensure early coordination, and Minnesota Power has held several public

meetings, Through these early coordination meetings, the ccmpany was able to narrow down potential

ccnridors to two routes in their application which address agency ccncems and will facilitate a more efficient

review process. Similarty, the Lynwood Link Extension project north of Seattle, WA and Federal Way

Extension Light Rail Transit in South King County, WA have been working closely with state, local, and tribal

governments and all involved federal agencies on the projects' permitting and reviews to identify issues early

in the process and avoid unnecessary delay, These three projects, as well as eight others, were added to

the Permitting Dashboard today.

Strategy 2: Improve Project Planning, Siting, and Application Quality by developing tools to assist

project applicants in planning for a major infrastructure project and support effective and timely decision

making by agency staff once the federal process begins. For example, agencies are expanding access to

data and map-based IT tools so that applicants have information about potential sensitive areas, such as the

location of an endangered species- in advance of selecting a site,

Strategy 3: Improve Permitting Reviews and Mitigation by supporting agency staff in effectively

implementing existing regulations, policies, and guidance, as well as identifying barriers. This strategy also

includes policies to facilitate advance planning for the mitigation of project impacts and landscape- or

watershed-level approaches to mitigation, where appropriate, as well as changes to ccst-recovery authority

for specific agencies as proposed in the President's FY 2015 Budget.
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For example, a number of agencies have recently expanded their use of programmatic environmental 

analyses, improving efficiency by leveraging a single analysis for multiple projects, and improving 

environmental outcomes by making it possible to plan for nearby projects with a better understanding of how 

they fit within a single landscape. For example, in 2012, the Department of the Interior released a 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement to provide a single blueprint for utility-scale solar energy 

permitting in six states. Additionally, on April 10, 2014, the Secretary of the Interior issued a Department-

wide landscape-scale mitigation strategy to encourage infrastructure development while protecting natural 

and cultural resources. As part of the strategy, Interior will work closely with states, tribes, other federal 

agencies, and other stakeholders to identify regional conservation priorities that can benefit from coordinated 

landscape-scale mitigation. 

• Strategy 4: Drive Continued Improvement by establishing a team dedicated to implementation of the 

reforms across agencies, further analyzing agency processes, identifying additional reforms, and developing 

reliable metrics to track timeframes and outcomes for communities and the environment. 

To support these efforts, the President's FY 2015 Budget includes funding to establish an Interagency 

Infrastructure Permitting Improvement Center (IIPIC) to be housed at the Department of Transportation. The 

IIPIC will report to the interagency Steering Committee chaired by OMB in coordination with CEQ to ensure a 

government-wide perspective. The Budget also includes funds to expand the Permitting Dashboard to track 

schedules for more major infrastructure projects, improving transparency and accountability. 

Additionally, the Administration established a Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) Goal on infrastructure permitting 

to drive progress, ensure transparency, and promote interagency coordination. As a CAP Goal, this effort 

will receive regular, senior-level reviews, and progress will be tracked publicly on Performance.gov. 

Building on Past Success: Examples of Expedited Projects 

The Implementation Plan builds on lessons learned from projects that the Administration has successfully expedited 

in recent years, at the President's direction. Some examples include: 

Replacement of the Tappan Zee Bridge will improve mobility, reduce congestion, and make travel safer on one of 

the east coast's busiest routes. This critical Hudson River crossing north of New York City carries approximately 

138,000 vehicles per day between Westchester and Rockland counties, approximately 20 miles north of New York 

City. The current bridge is nearly 60 years old and traffic volumes on the bridge have increased by about 30 

percent since 1990. Using the process established under the Presidential Memorandum in 2011, federal agencies 

completed the permitting and review in 1.5 years for a process that might otherwise take 3-5 years. A number of 

key strategies contributed to agencies successfully working together to cut up to three years off the project. These 

strategies included: development of a coordinated timeline; use of concurrent, rather than sequential review—with 

a particular focus on increased coordination between the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), the U.S. 

Coast Guard (USCG), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE); identification of aggressive targets; and 

increased transparency and accountability. 

Other examples of infrastructure project permitting reviews that that have been accelerated under this initiative 

indude: 

The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority's Little Italy — University Circle Rapid Station project involves the 

relocation of an existing station at E 120th Street and construction of a new rail transit station along with the 

rehabilitation of two transit track bridges at Mayfield Road. The project will integrate the station with the dense, high 

employment areas of Little Italy neighborhood and University Hospitals. The project replaces an obsolete station 

with a new, energy efficient building, while focusing on reusing existing community resources. The Department of 

Transportation worked closely with the Greater Cleveland Transit Authority to develop a streamlined and focused 

environmental assessment in line with the Council on Environmental Quality's guidance. 

The Kennebec Bridge Replacement project replaces an 80 year-old moveable bridge at the end of its service life 

connecting Richmond and Dresden in Maine. The new bridge will eliminate the need for a movable span, and will 

provide reliable access and regional mobility for both highway and marine traffic. Through early and frequent 

collaboration, open dialogue to quickly resolve disputes, and negotiating and maintaining a project schedule across 

all Federal agencies involved, the agencies cut up to a year off the anticipated timeline for the permitting and review 

of the bridge. 

Additional examples of projects can be found on the Administration's Permitting Dashboard. 

Investing in a 21'` Century Transportation Infrastructure 

Transportation is a critical engine of the nation's economy. Investments in the national transportation network over 

the country's history, and especially the last half-century, have been instrumental in developing the world's largest 

economy and most mobile society. The President proposes increasing infrastructure investment in order to create 

jobs, grow our economy, attract private investment, facilitate American exports, reduce commute times and 

increase access to jobs, make our roads and bridges safer, cut red tape, and increase the return on investment of 

transportation infrastructure for American taxpayers. Just weeks ago, the Administration submitted to Congress the 

GROW AMERICA Act, a four-year proposal designed to achieve those objectives. 
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Other examples of infrastructure project permitting reviews that that have been accelerated under this initiative

include:

The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority's Little Italy - University Circle Rapid Station project involves the

relocation of an existing station at E 120th Street and construction of a new rail transit station along with the

rehabilitation of two transit track bridges at Mayfield Road. The project will integrate the station with the dense, high

employment areas of Little Italy neighborhood and University Hospitals. The project replaces an obsolete station

with a new, energy efficient building, while focusing on reusing existing community resources. The Department of

Transportation worked closely with the Greater Cleveland Transit Authority to develop a streamlined and focused

environmental assessment in line with the Council on Environmental Quality's guidance.

The Kennebec Bridge Replacement project replaces an 80 year-old moveable bridge at the end of its service life

connecting Richmond and Dresden in Maine. The new bridge will eliminate the need for a movable span, and will

provide reliable access and regional mobility for both highway and marine traffic. Through early and frequent

collaboration, open dialogue to quickly resolve disputes, and negotiating and maintaining a project schedule across

all Federal agencies involved, the agencies cut up to a year off the anticipated timeline for the permitting and review

of the bridge.

Additional examples of projects can be found on the Administration's Permitting Dashboard.

Investing in a 21" Century Transportation Infrastructure

Transportation is a critical engine of the nation's economy. Investments in the national transportation network over

the country's history, and especially the last half-century, have been instrumental in developing the world's largesl

economy and most mobile society. The President proposes increasing infrastructure investment in order to create

jobs, grow our economy, attract private investment, facilitate American exports, reduce commute times and

increase access to jobs, make our roads and bridges safer, cut red tape, and increase the return on investment of

transportation infrastructure for American taxpayers. Just weeks ago, the Administration submitted to Congress the

GROW AMERICA Act, a four-year proposal designed to achieve those objectives.
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GROW AMERICA ACT - Before this fall, the Highway Trust Fund - which funds a significant portion of the 

construction and repair of our surface transportation system - will be insolvent and just a few weeks later the 

authorities that establish our surface transportation programs will expire. Without action, many states and 

communities may be forced to slow or stop work on critical transportation projects that our nation depends upon to 

move people, energy, and freight every day, putting jobs at risk and slowing investment in our future. The 

Generating Renewal, Opportunity, and Work with Accelerated Mobility, Efficiency, and Rebuilding of Infrastructure 

and Communities throughout America Act, or GROW AMERICA Act, is a $302 billion, four year transportation 

reauthorization proposal that provides increased and stable funding for our nation's highways, bridges, transit, and 

rail systems. The Administration's proposal is funded by supplementing current revenues with $150 billion in one-

time transition revenue from pro-growth business tax reform. This will prevent Trust Fund insolvency for four years 

and increase investments to meet the transportation priorities and economic needs of communities across the 

country. The proposal also includes a series of legislative proposals to improve project delivery and the federal 

permitting and regulatory review process 

Building on Past Accomplishments - The President's proposal builds on a series of major accomplishments in 

infrastructure over the past five years. Since the President took office, American workers have improved over 

350,000 miles of U.S. roads and repaired or replaced over 20,000 bridges. The American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act was the most significant transportation public works program since the New Deal, providing $48 

billion to more than 15,000 projects across the country. Earlier this year, the President announced $600 million in 

competitive TIGER grants to fund innovative transportation projects around the country. Notably, the President's 

FY 2015 Budget proposes a new America Fast Forward (AFF) bonds program that would build upon and expand a 

successful program created in the Recovery Act to attract private capital for infrastructure investments. 

Leveraging Private Sector Investment - In addition to the need for smart public investment in our shared 

transportation system, the Administration is committed to leveraging private sector investment to further expand 

infrastructure investment. The GROW AMERICA Act proposes a range of measures to attract more investment in 

infrastructure, including expanding financing options under the TIFIA Program, which leverages federal dollars by 

facilitating private participation in transportation projects and encouraging innovative mechanisms that help advance 

projects more quickly. As part of the FY 2015 Budget, the Administration has also proposed a National 

Infrastructure Bank, as well as changes to tax rules to encourage greater private investment. 
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